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PRESS:

Akaku: Maui Community Television, Inc.

CHAIR ANDERSON: ... (gavel). .. Good morning, Members. Thank you for being in
attendance this morning. For those who are watching, several of our Council Members
went back to the NACo conference in Virginia and have just returned. So I'm hoping
that we'll get some good input from that. This morning's agenda for the Water
Resources Committee, July 23 rd , we are going to be taking up the Water Use and
Development Plan and we're going to be discussing Water Supply Rules. With us this
morning we have Vice-Chairman Michael Victorino. Good morning, Mike.
VICE-CHAIR VICTORINO: Good morning, Chair.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Joe Pontanilla, good morning. And Gladys Baisa, good morning.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Good morning.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Member Danny Mateo is excused. With us from Administration we
have Eric Yamashige, Deputy Water Director. Good morning, Eric. Corporation
Counsel Ed Kushi and from the USGS this morning we have Gordon Tribble and Delwyn
Oki and they're going to be giving us a presentation this morning, Members, on a new
study regarding the hydrology of Maui. Also with us this morning we have Staff Kim
Willenbrink, our Analyst, and Clarita Balala. So thank you all for being here and for
those who are in attendance. If, do we have any testimony this morning?
MS. BALALA: No.
CHAIR ANDERSON: We have no testimony so what we're going to do, Members, is take a
quick break. Please don't leave the Chambers. We're going to turn the lights off, bring
down the screen, and open up with the presentation from USGS. Mr. Gordon Tribble and
Delwyn Oki will be providing that for us. So, any comments before we go into recess,
Members? Okay. Committee is in recess. . .. (gavel) . ..
RECESS:

9:10 a.m.

RECONVENE:

9:13 a.m.

CHAIR ANDERSON: ... (gavel). .. Meeting is back in session. And we're going to open up
with Mr. Gordon Tribble. Gordon.
ITEM NO. 4

WATER USE AND DEVELOPMENT PLAN (e.c. No. 05-38)

MR. TRIBBLE: Good morning, Council Members, members of the public. Thank you for
inviting me and taking the time. The USGS has been working on Maui, evaluating the
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water resources of this island and the County of Maui and the State of Hawaii since the
early part of the 20th Century. What I'm going to try and do this morning is very briefly
summarize some of the water resource challenges that Maui is facing and then illustrate
some of the ways in which we are trying to provide information to address those
challenges.
CHAIR ANDERSON: I just want to mention--Gordon, excuse me for interrupting--Members,
there is a PowerPoint printout on your desk so if you want to make notes as he goes. And
if anyone has questions during this presentation I would like you to just call out my name
or Chair or something. Because I think it's good to ask the question when we've got the
screen up there. Okay. Thank you, Gordon.
MR. TRIBBLE: Thank you. Yes. I provided a handout that has the PowerPoint slides that I'll,
I'll be showing, at least most of them. And also in there is a sheet that outlines some of
the USGS programs being done in cooperation with the County ofMaui. I've also put in
two other bits of information, one is a executive summary from a report, recent release
that describes a numeric model of the wastewater injection plume at Kihei. You're going
to be, I understand, getting a briefing on the nuisance algae issue next week and I just
wanted to put that in as a commercial, if you will, or a preview. And then finally, a fact
sheet that was done several years ago by Dr. Delwyn Oki who is here with me. And in
that fact sheet there is an analysis of the trends in stream flow across the State since the
early part of the 20th Century and I'll touch on that very briefly.
Okay. So some of the challenges that Maui County is facing with regard to water, it's
been dry, the lao Aquifer is under stress, there's an increasing need for water for
domestic supply. The allocation of surface water resources is very contentious and that
thereby complicates the allocation of those resources. And then hanging over all of this
is the specter of climate change. I'm going to touch on all five of these points, four of
them explicitly, and then I'll discuss the allocation of surface water a little bit further
along.
Okay. You don't need a Ph.D. to tell you it's been dry. Puu Kukui, which is at the top of
the West Maui Mountains, has had about 60 percent of its average rainfall in the last
12 months. Honopou Stream, which we have operated a gauge to measure the flow on
since 1912, had about 30 percent of its median flow in June. That's, that's pretty dry and
over the last 12 months it's really the driest it's been since 1985. lao Stream, as you can
see, had about 70 percent of the median flow in June and it's been about half of its
median flow over the last 12 months.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Gordon, where is the Honopou Stream?
MR. TRIBBLE: I'm sorry. That's out towards, towards Kailua, towards Keanae.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Okay.
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MR. TRIBBLE: East Maui. With, with regard to the lao Aquifer one of the challenges is that
the production, well, this is a screen shot I took off of a webpage that we put out, and
basically, I've drawn a circle around where most of the pumping wells are. And you can
see that the well fields are basically in clusters and so that, that doesn't necessarily
maximize or optimize the withdrawal of waters from the aquifer. As a result, salinity has
been increasing both in several production wells over time and in the aquifer, excuse me,
and in the, some monitoring wells. This is the Waiehu deep monitoring well which
penetrates about 850 feet below sea level and you can see that since the mid '80s early
'90s the salinity has been rising at different depths and what this reflects is the upward
movement of the transition zone in regards to pumping. Two percent is the level that
would be roughly considered to be potable so water below this, this line here would be
considered to be increasingly salty and non-potable. So there's a, there's a definite trend
and that represents a challenge.
The, the good news is I'll draw your attention to this scale here, there are several hundred
feet of fresh water in this aquifer and so it's, it's a serious situation but it is not an
immediate crisis.
So, Gordon, where it shows the 50 percent sea water chloride
CHAIR ANDERSON:
concentration, it shows that it just is on a steady rise. Does, would that. ..
MR. TRIBBLE: That, that steady rise is and as a result, excuse me, is in result of the sustained
pumping and withdrawal of water from the lao Aquifer. It's averaged about seven feet a
year from this period. You can see that it is very steady. It will take some time for it to
reach equilibrium. And ...
CHAIR ANDERSON: For it to reach, pardon me?
MR. TRIBBLE: I'm sorry. Equilibrium, a steady state. And one of the projects that we've been
doing with the Department of Water is to develop a computer model of the aquifer and
I'll show you some results from that in just a minute.
CHAIR ANDERSON: So if we were to, theoretically, if we were to maintain the pumping of the
wells in the lao Aquifer at the level, the current level we're at is, is there reason to believe
then that the increase in the chlorides would stop rising?
MR. TRIBBLE: If, if pumping is continued at the way it is now with the current distribution of
wells and the current level of pumping, at some point this will, will stop rising at an
equilibrium level. Where it stops may be at a point such that several of the wells, or
more, some of the wells may become salty to the point where they're no longer useful as
sources of fresh water.
CHAIR ANDERSON: So.
MR. TRIBBLE: That, is that, am I being ...
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CHAIR ANDERSON: You're being very c1ear-MR. TRIBBLE: Okay. Okay.
CHAIR ANDERSON: --and that's what I wanted to hear because-MR. TRIBBLE: Now ...
CHAIR ANDERSON: --I don't know how long, how long we can sustain the level of pumping
that we're doing right now and not damage the aquifer.
MR. TRIBBLE: Well, the level of pumping and the, well, the challenge is as much the
distribution of wells as it is the amount of pumping. And one of the things that we're
testing with this computer model is how a redistribution of pumping may allow the same
amount of pumping to go on but in a way that is sustainable over the long term.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Okay. Thank you.
MR. TRIBBLE: Actually with that-VICE-CHAIR VICTORINO: Chair.
MR. TRIBBLE: --I'm going to ...
VICE-CHAIR VICTORINO: Madam Chair. I didn't mean to, I'm sorry.
CHAIR ANDERSON: It's okay. Mr. Victorino, you have a question?
VICE-CHAIR VICTORINO: Yeah. Gordon, so what you're trying to say is in all probability
one of the, one of the things your folks are looking at is the distribution of these wells
being more favorably or separated so that we don't have a tremendous draw in one area
so that the sustainability would balance out? Is that what you're trying to lead to?
MR. TRIBBLE: Yes sir, that's correct.
VICE-CHAIR VICTORINO: Okay. Okay. Thank you. Thank you, Madam Chair.
MR. TRIBBLE: Okay. What I'm going to do now is show you a movie, hopefully.
COUNCILMEMBER PONT ANILLA: Chair, just a fast question.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Sure, Mr. Pontanilla.
COUNCILMEMBER PONT ANILLA: Yeah. If you can go back to the last slide?
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MR. TRIBBLE: Sure. One moment.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: So I'm looking at the bottom scale '07, comparing that
to the different depths. So I'm looking at 550 and I think it's 675 on '07. That tells me
that 2 percent of seawater chloride concentration will be at that point or is at that point
right now?
MR. TRIBBLE: Yes. Yes, sir. That's correct. Now this is the Waiehu monitoring well which
is close to the, let me go back and try and give you an idea. It's, it's approximately in
this area here, it's near the Waiehu wells. But it's, this salinity that I'm showing you is
from a well that does not have a pump in it, it is strictly a monitoring well that was
designed to penetrate deeply into the aquifer and give the kind of information that you're
seeing now, which is how the aquifer responds over the long term to pump age and how
the transition zone moves upward.
COUNCILMEMBER PONT ANILLA: So can you determine that into millions of gallons or
billions of gallons just by looking at that chart?
MR. TRIBBLE: You could, you could make a numeric calculation of how much fresh water
there is. But I think that's, that's a little misleading because what you're really looking at
is a, is a snapshot of a dynamic flow system. What, what, what you have in the lao
Aquifer is a, is a full system where water is infiltrating into the ground, principally up in
the mauka areas, and then as it flows towards the ocean it forms this lens of fresh water
that's surrounded by seawater and it eventually discharges at the ocean. When a well is
pumped, that takes some of that water out of that flow system and as a result the saltwater
below it moves upward. So I, I don't, I could answer, I mean, it would be as an
engineering exercise possible to calculate the volume of fresh water, but really that's a
little bit misleading because it's not a, it's not a static resource like the amount of iron ore
.
.
In a veIn.

COUNCILMEMBER PONT ANILLA: Yeah. Yeah. Okay.
MR. TRIBBLE: Does that help?
COUNCILMEMBER PONT ANILLA: Yeah. Thank you.
MR. SHEPHERD: Question.
MR. TRIBBLE: Yes, sir.
MR. SHEPHERD: On your map it has the same thing of Waihee and the lao Aquifer but you
now brought the idea of the Waihee Aquifer being separate from the lao Aquifer?
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MR. TRIBBLE: Those, those designations, as many of you probably know, are designed to
permit some kind of regulatory framework. In the course of our numeric modeling and
our technical approach we look strictly at the geology of the formation. So that's a, that's
a regulatory boundary that the Water Commission uses and they acknowledge that for
many of these regulatory boundaries there is not a geologic basis for it. Am I answering
your question, sir?
MR. SHEPHERD: Yes. You are, more or less, but boy.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Now, I'm just going to have to stop this because the presentation is to the
Council and if any member of the audience has questions after this presentation they can
come and present them in their testimony. We will take testimony after this. So those in
the audience, please your hold your questions.
MR. TRIBBLE: Just, just as a point of clarification. This map is taken from a webpage that the
Water Department works with us to produce. Every three months we updated it. It
provides information on the water levels in the aquifer, the pump, the level of pumping,
the salinity information in the pumping wells, as well as this transition zone well and
another well. And if anyone ever wants to get a snapshot of what the lao Aquifer is
doing, that's an excellent place to start.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Where exactly is that, Gordon?
MR. TRIBBLE: That's on our webpage which is hi.water.usgs.gov or you could just Google
around and if you get to the, the main USGS webpage, you'll see right up in front it's
called recent conditions and we do one for the entire State of Hawaii and then one
specifically for the lao Aquifer area, which does include, as Mr., Dr. Shepherd noted the
Waihee Aquifer.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Right. Thank you. Ms. Baisa, followed by Mr. Pontanilla.
COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA: Gordon, this is a very interesting slide and I'm kind of piggy
backing on to Councilmember Pontanilla's question that made me think. There's a big
difference between the 2 percent and the 50 percent and we often hear that the lao
Aquifer is tapped out, that we, you know, we can't take anything more else out of it. At
what point does this water coming out of this aquifer be not suitable for use? What is the
percentage?
MR. TRIBBLE: Two, excuse me, about 2 percent is the general rule of thumb. The actual
number is, is in the, is measured as the concentration of the chloride which is the measure
of the salinity. Two hundred and fifty parts per million chloride is the EPA level. That
corresponds to a little bit less than 2 percent, but 2 percent's a reasonable approximation.
And what I would, would point out is that when you, when you pump a well the effect is,
is most pronounced immediately under the well. So, for example, there are a couple of
wells--I believe one of them is in Waiehu--that has actually been shut down because of
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high salinity. So it's, it's true that there is a tremendous amount of old fresh water still in
storage, but it's also true that there are several wells that, or at least one well that I'm
aware of that has been shut down because of the high salinity. And that's one of the
reasons why the Water Department is looking to find a way to redistribute some of the
pumpage.
CHAIR ANDERSON: That's the Mokuhau Well?
MR. TRIBBLE: Yes. I believe it is. Eric, are you? I'm going, I'm going to defer to the Water
Department for this one.
MR. YAMASHIGE: The Mokuhau is in lao valley in the ...
CHAIR ANDERSON: And that's the one that's been shut down for high chlorides?
MR. YAMASHIGE: Yeah. I'm sorry. Yes.
CHAIR ANDERSON: And how much, how much gallons per day was it producing?
MR. YAMASHIGE: I don't know.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Okay. Gladys, follow-up?
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Yeah. Follow-up. If this is the situation and it's difficult, I
believe Councilmember Pontanilla was asking the question about millions of gallons.
Say if we were to look at a project and we knew more or less how many millions of
gallons of water per day that project needed, could we then calculate what the impact of
that project would be on this situation?
MR. TRIBBLE: Absolutely, and I'll, I'm going to get to that in a bit. The way that, the way
that, that is done is to construct a, a computer model if you will. It simulates the flow of
the water, both fresh and salt through the aquifer. And then what we do is we, we add
pump age, if you will, and we see how it responds and then various factors in the model
are adjusted until it's calibrated. In other words, it represents a good picture of how the
water actually flows through the aquifer. Once that's done, you can start playing with the
model and I'm going to show you another little video clip in a second. But you can,
basically, it allows you to simulate how different wells in different areas will effect the
aquifer.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Thank you.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Mr. Pontanilla, you had a question?
COUNCILMEMBER PONT ANILLA: Thank you. Mr. Tribble, is there such a thing as high,
high-level water aquifer?
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MR. TRIBBLE: Yes, sir. There is.
COUNCILMEMBER PONT ANILLA: And how does that penetrate, if it does penetrate?
MR. TRIBBLE: Right. The high level of water in the lao area in West Maui is, is thought to be
largely confined by volcanic dikes-COUNCILMEMBER PONT ANILLA: Right.
MR. TRIBBLE: --which are vertical sheets, if you will, of rock that have very low permeability.
The water will flow through them but it flows through them very slowly. Because they
have this very low permeability the water builds up to high elevations behind them. Now
if that water builds up high enough it can actually overflow, or it can actually come out as
springs and that's the source of a lot of the, what we call, base flow for the streams in
West Maui. Does that answer your question?
COUNCILMEMBER PONT ANILLA: Yeah. Thank you for that information. I was reading
this book and I came across dike system, high water ... high-level aquifers and the whole
bit. But really didn't understand if it does penetrate into like say lao Aquifer because of
the sheets of rock, I guess, that's holding the water back from really flowing down into
the present aquifer. So thank you very much for that information.
MR. TRIBBLE: Yeah. That, that's correct. And if maybe just to elaborate a wee bit. I don't
want to hold things up too much. But as water builds up in the dike compartments it will
flow through to the basal aquifer and it can also change--okay, thanks--it can also then, as
I said, overflow and form the base flow of streams. When those streams, and what
Delwyn has just joined me here is this orange line indicates what we believe is to be the
extent of the high-level aquifer. And so there's this Kepaniwai Well, which if you look
on our webpage, has very high water levels, and then when you get makai of that, the
water levels drop down quite a bit. But water that, say, flows in, flows into lao Stream
from those dike compartments and goes makai will then start to flow into the ground here
and recharge other parts of the aquifer.
COUNCILMEMBER PONT ANILLA: Thank you.
MR. TRIBBLE: Okay. So what I wanted to show now if it's alright is something ... okay, what
this is going to show is the ... 1 can't, I can't hold the microphone, a pointer, and a control,
a computer control at the same time so bear with me. What you're going to see up here
is, is the date which is fairly obvious. You're looking at of course at the head and
shoulders of Maui. The head and then the, the Kihei area here and you'll see circles pop
up over time and the circles correspond to the amount of pump age. So what you're going
to see is basically a historic record of the amount of groundwater withdrawals in this area.
And what you see of course right now is a lot of the agricultural use in the 20s, 30s, and
the 40s. So quite a bit of pumpage from Central Maui as you can see, and then also
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Lahaina, the sugar areas. This is Shaft 33, I believe, a million gallons per day. And then,
I'm just going to pause just for a second just to give you sort of a preview. Okay. What
you'll see is a little bit more pumpage coming up in this area in here and that's going to
be principally the County system.
So I suppose if we were musical we could run this to Tiny Bubbles or something.
(laughter) . .. Yeah. I'm just going to stop it right there. It runs through, but this gives
you a synopsis of basically how pumpage is distributed. So now you see you've got this
domestic pumpage in the lao area, also this pumpage up here which is for the West Maui
system, and then these wells down here which are principally irrigation wells for
residential and resort development.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Gordon.
MR. TRIBBLE: Yes, ma'am?
CHAIR ANDERSON: Those wells in South Maui those are all brackish, right?
MR. TRIBBLE: That's correct. These, this, as are many of these in here, this, this doesn't-CHAIR ANDERSON: That's what it. ..
MR. TRIBBLE: --draw any inferences about the salinity of that water.
CHAIR ANDERSON: It does not?
MR. TRIBBLE: No. This just says basically looked at pumping records that we were able to
assemble over time.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Yeah. Right. But, but if we're looking at those large circles that would
indicate 17 to 32 million gallons a day, those are pumping brackish water also, is that
correct?
MR. TRIBBLE: That is correct.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Okay. Thank you.
MR. TRIBBLE: So that's my understanding.
CHAIR ANDERSON: You don't know what the chloride levels are?
MR. TRIBBLE: I, I do not. I think those records are in our office.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Do you have this up to 2007?
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MR. TRIBBLE: I believe it goes to, we'll see how far it goes. I think 2000 and ... okay we have,
we have the data up to 2006 that's being used in the development of this model. The
animation only goes up to 2004.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Okay. Thank you.
MR. TRIBBLE: So I just, I thought that would be maybe a helpful view if you will. Okay, and
moving on. Okay. Of those five, five challenges I talked about, the fourth one was the
allocation of surface water and I'll come back to that in a bit. The last one was climate
change and I just wanted to make a couple points that first being that climate is never
static. Climate has always been changing. It's, it's pretty clear from, from the
International Panel on Climate Change that future changes are very, very likely going to
accelerate because of the human experiment with the atmosphere. It's very unclear what
the effect will be on our local climate. One, one good guess is that climate variability
will increase and what that means is that we may be subject to bigger floods and longer
droughts.
And then the fourth point talks to the, one of the handouts that I gave you which is that
stream flow, even as of now, has shown significant changes over the last 90 years and
that fact sheet goes into that in a little more detail. Here is a, a graph for Halawa Valley
on Molokai going back to the early part of the 20th Century, and what you're seeing is the
average daily flow that is coming, that is the part of the flow that's sustained by
groundwater. So we've, we have taken out the storm runoff and this is what's called base
flow, just the sustained steady flow resulting from groundwater that's discharging to the
stream.
Okay. Couple, couple of comments now about the Central Maui groundwater work that
we're doing in cooperation with the Department of Water. We've completed a water
budget which is a, a very important and essential part of any analysis. Basically, it looks
at how much precipitation falls on Central and West Maui and then appropriates that to
how much runs off into the ocean as surface water, how much of it evaporates, and how
much of it infiltrates into the ground as groundwater recharge. So if you'll, that's the,
that's the, that's the starting end for the groundwater flow system. We need that in order
to come up with any intelligent approach to understanding the sustainability of the
groundwater resources.
CHAIR ANDERSON: And, and will that report include historical data?
MR. TRIBBLE: Absolutely.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Show the trend?
MR. TRIBBLE: Yes. And it, it, that'll be historic data from the standpoint of how much water
is going into the system and how much, and then which way it's going. It's not going to
talk about pumpage. It's simply what is the amount of groundwater recharge going in,
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and one of the big historic changes there is with the use of sugar irrigation, furrow, and
then more recently the drip irrigation, and then the, the change in sugar acreage. The
other thing I think it looks at are some drought scenarios. Is that true, Delwyn? So there
are some drought scenarios as well.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Okay. That's great. While I've interrupted you I just want to mention
I'm not sure if you realize that in 1998 the EPA put out a study called "Climate Change
and Hawaii". And it does talk all about the global warming and what the precipitation
trends have been from 1900 to present. And I will be passing out those copies after this
presentation so we may have more questions on that.
MR. TRIBBLE: Thank you. Okay. So as I said the Department of Water has, has been working
with the USGS to construct a computer model that looks at the groundwater flow in
principally the Central, the lao and Waihee areas, but really Central and West Maui. And
what, where we are right now with that is we are looking at various scenarios to optimize
pumping on a sustainable basis. And, and the way that that's going back and forth is that
about every four to, four to six or eight weeks couple of us come over and we, we sit
down with the engineering and planning staff and the Director and go back and forth and
where additional scenarios, the results from one round of scenarios what those show,
what looks promising, what looks like it might not be sustainable. And then from that
we, we pick other things and do another iteration. So there's a lot of roll up your sleeves,
let's wade in and try and iron out some details.
In order to prevent more of that there was an extension on the project for about a year and
of interest I think to this group is that we're planning to have, what we refer to as
stakeholder meetings sometime in August where just as it says stakeholders are, are
welcome to come in and we'll give a briefing of exactly where we are and it's much, be
much more technically detailed than anything I could show you here. What I do want to
do though is I've got ... in your handout you've got a couple of fuzzy maps and I think
rather than go through any kind of detail of fuzzy maps and trying to convince you
they're interesting and sophisticated I'm going to show you another, oops, another
animation. And it's, it's a little subtle so, so bear with me. But it basically it's, it's the
model, it's what, it's what you paid for. A little hard to see up here but this is the coast of
Maui, basically you're, as if you were in a, an airplane .. .(change tape, start IE) . ..
over ... maybe high over the East Side of Molokai. So, so Lahaina area is over here and
coming around to Maalaea and the shoreline is in this, is a thin black line that may be
hard to distinguish on the screen but basically is the coast. And then there's this puka
here, this is the high-level aquifer which, which we just basically didn't, the, we've cut
out of this for sake of simplicity. And what you can see are two colors, there's the blue
which is I believe water that is more than 50 percent salt and then there's the green
which is water that's between 50 percent and 2 percent. And then there's what you can't
see which is really what's important and that's the fresh water lens.
And what I'm going to show you is, is how this changes. And here's, here's the lao
Aquifer right in here. You can see, I, I hope you can all see it. It's basically, there's this
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indentation or trough right in here. And so what I'm going to do is when I run this, and I
can run it a couple times, is this line will move across the screen. That's the time so I've
stopped it at about early '50s or early '40s and you'll, this, this shows the amount of
pump age that's gone on. Is that, is that clear?
VICE-CHAIR VICTORINO: Uh-huh.
CHAIR ANDERSON: So the puka would be, where the puka is, that would, like the center and
top of it would have been Puu Kukui?
MR. TRIBBLE: Oh. No. This, this puka here?
CHAIR ANDERSON: Yeah.
MR. TRIBBLE: That's correct. Yes. So this is all Central Maui, and you know, Olowalu over
here, lao on this side. And we've just cut it out so you can see, you'll be able to see-CHAIR ANDERSON: Right.
MR. TRIBBLE: --this part respond.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Okay.
MR. TRIBBLE: It's a, it's a, it's a visualization. Okay. So, again, watch. You'll see what
happens as pumpage starts to come up, not so much right now, but ... so there, there you
are, that's ... I can, I can, let me try and ...
CHAIR ANDERSON: And, and, Gordon, again what is that light green representing?
MR. TRIBBLE: The light green is, is the brackish water. It's between 2 percent and 50 percent
seawater. And so the fresh. . .
CHAIR ANDERSON: That's showing the rise.
MR. TRIBBLE: Yeah. The freshwater, this line basically represents the sea level, I think
that's ... and so this distance here is the thickness of the fresh water lens.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Okay.
MR. TRIBBLE: I'm sorry. One moment.
COUNCILMEMBER PONT ANILLA: Gordon, question.
MR. TRIBBLE: Yes, sir?
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COUNCILMEMBER PONT ANILLA: You know, as you show this thing animated I notice
there's a spike that came up. Is that a location ...
MR. TRIBBLE: Right in here or?
COUNCILMEMBER PONT ANILLA: Yeah. Right. Is that a location of a pump area?
MR. TRIBBLE: I, I honestly don't know. The person doing this work, Steven Gingrich, would
know but I don't. Del, Delwyn is telling me-CHAIR ANDERSON: What's the question again?
MR. TRIBBLE: --it's probably a result of some of the deposits that, that fill the valleys.
COUNCILMEMBER PONT ANILLA: Thank you.
MR. TRIBBLE: So you won't be able to see the slider bar but this will give you a sense of it.
This is a little more detail. So you can see the upward movement of the, of the transition
zone right in here in response to that pumping. Now this is a, this is just a visualization
and what we'll, what we're really doing is using the computer model that generated this
in a way so that we are working with the Water Department to say, if a well was put here
or if a well was put there, how would that affect the aquifer and what is its sustainability,
how my pumpage from that well affect other wells? Any questions?
CHAIR ANDERSON: And so you're using this model to spread out the pumping?
MR. TRIBBLE: Yes. Yes.
CHAIR ANDERSON: To optimize and to stop the rising chlorides hopefully?
MR. TRIBBLE: Yes, rna' am.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Thank you.
MR. TRIBBLE: Okay. I'm going to switch gears now and talk a little bit about surface water.
Maui is blessed with abundant surface water resources and this didn't escape the attention
of early Europeans. Streams were extensively diverted to irrigate sugar. Approximately
169 million gallons a day was, has been diverted from East Maui and approximately
40 million gallons a day has been diverted from Central Maui. Just to put that in
perspective, the pump age from the lao and Waihee Aquifers combined is at, on the order
of 22 million gallons a day, Eric? Eric is saying that's good. Okay. So approximately
ten times the current groundwater pumpage has, has been brought largely to Central Maui
for irrigation use. And I want to, I think it's important to point out that of that water, East
Maui irrigation provides approximately, I believe, currently about seven million gallons a
day to Maui Department of Water.
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And then this little bullet down here is really the, the nail in the shoe because what is
happening is that the historic use of water, the historic diversion of surface water has
been challenged from a variety of angles. Under the State Water Code, water basically
needs to be used for their maximum ... water resources are used for their maximum
beneficial use and those beneficial uses may compete. The Water Code is a fairly easy
read, actually I was surprised that even I, not an attorney, could understand it. Water
must be optimized, if you will, to, to provide for all of these beneficial uses and they
often compete. And so the Water Commission has a tough job on its hands.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Gordon, could you possibly go back to that previous slide?
MR. TRIBBLE: Uh-huh.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Of that 160 million gallons diverted from East Maui, what is the total
water available from the East Maui streams? In other words, is that 160 million gallons a
diversion of 90 percent of the stream flow or 100 percent?
MR. TRIBBLE: I'll throw out two statistics. One coming from EMI which I have no reason to
believe is incorrect which says that they, they divert about one third of the water. I
believe I've heard EMI representatives say that and I don't, I don't think that's an
unreasonable statement. I can't, I can't confirm it, I can't deny it.
CHAIR ANDERSON: But yet we have petitions for all of those streams in front of the
Commission right now because people are not getting beneficial in stream uses.
MR. TRIBBLE: Right. So the other, the other number I'll throw out is that in a few places
where we've been able to determine it, it appears that all of the water is diverted about
70 percent of the time.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Of the East Maui?
MR. TRIBBLE: Yeah. And the, the way that those two, those two numbers may at first seem to
be in conflict, but again, it gets back to the infrastructure and engineering of the, of the
East Maui irrigation system. They, the ditches were designed to take all of the base flow
so during periods of dry weather. ..
CHAIR ANDERSON: All of the base flow?
MR. TRIBBLE: That's correct. That's the water that is in the streams in the absence of storm
water runoff.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Okay.
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MR. TRIBBLE: But when there is storm water runoff it overwhelms the capacity of the ditch
system. And Hawaii really has very, very flashy streams so we had someone from
Alaska from our office that was just stunned by the, the change between-CHAIR ANDERSON: The variability.
MR. TRIBBLE: --base flow. You know you can have a stream in Hawaii that has a base flow of
ten, ten cubic feet per second but the long-term annual peak might be 1,000. In other
words 1,000 cubic feet per second would not be something that you would be surprised
on if it happened once a year. That's, you know, ...
CHAIR ANDERSON: But the EMI, from what I'm hearing, the EMI ditch system is designed to
accommodate 160 million gallons a day-MR. TRIBBLE: I believe it can ...
CHAIR ANDERSON: --on the average?
MR. TRIBBLE: I believe it can accommodate more than that. But we're, what that number
there is telling you is how much it has historically delivered.
CHAIR ANDERSON: I see.
MR. TRIBBLE: So during periods of high rainfall it will, it will increase in flow. But there,
there's a level to how much of that flow it can capture.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Right. And then on the Central Stream, the 40 million gallons, what
percentage of the overall stream flow does that represent?
MR. TRIBBLE: Dr. Oki is going to get this one. He's working there right now.
MR. OK!: They're basically diverting almost all of the base flow of the, the Central, the four Na
Wai Eha streams. Commonly, the streams are dry downstream from the diversions. The
one exception maybe is Waihee where a small amount of water actually does flow from
mauka to makai pretty much all the time I've seen it. The other three streams do
commonly go dry during dry weather conditions because all of the base flow is being
diverted.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Okay. Thank you. And again those are all under challenge or petitioned
at the Commission. Thank you.
MR. TRIBBLE: Yes. Just to touch on a recently completed study in East Maui. We looked at
the area basically stretching ... it was not the entire East Maui diversion system. We
restricted ourselves to the, the Hana side, if you will, from Waikamoi Stream over to
Nahiku. We had data from approximately 35 stream gauges that had been operated in the
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area plus two gauges that are still operational. And then there were 15 sites, you could
see on the map where they were, where there were extensive and repeated measurements
of stream flow and surveys of the aquatic fauna and measurements of the habitat
characteristics. And the, the goal of this was basically to determine the natural
characteristics of these streams and the effect of the diversions on both the amount of
flow and the availability of habitat for in stream biota, which is a code word for oopu,
hiiwai, and opae.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Gordon, could you just stop right there for a minute?
MR. TRIBBLE: Uh-huh.
CHAIR ANDERSON: The study that you folks did here and this was just recently finalized, is
that right?
MR. TRIBBLE: About a year ago, I believe.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Uh-huh. So that study is the base study that the Commission needs in
order to determine how much water is necessary to sustain the biota in the streams, is that
correct?
MR. TRIBBLE: That's, that's correct. And what, what, what we provided them was basically a
graph that, doing, looking at the site specific studies and then doing some regional
smoothing, if you will, came up with a curve that basically relates the degree of flow
diversion to the reduction in aquatic habitat. So they have a tool that will allow them to
say for given amount of reduction this is, for a given amount of diversion this is the effect
on aquatic habitat.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Could you explain that with your pointer on that chart?
MR. TRIBBLE: Okay.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Or, you know, illustrate that.
MR. TRIBBLE: Sure. Basically, what the curve says and I, I took the numbers off to simplify
it, but as more water is diverted from the stream, the amount of habitat available for the
in stream fauna is reduced. And what, I, I can't remember the exact numbers on the side
so you'll have to pardon me, but basically the Commission now has a way to weigh the
effect of stream diversions on aquatic habitat. Now they have many other things that they
have to evaluate, they also have to evaluate the beneficial uses of that water for
agriculture and for domestic supply,-CHAIR ANDERSON: Right.
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MR. TRIBBLE: --and so on and so forth. There's cultural and aesthetic. But this is at least one
of the, of the more vexing aspects and so we've given them a tool that will hopefully
allow them to slowly move forward on that.
CHAIR ANDERSON: And so does your study quantify the amount of water necessary to be
maintained in each of these 15 streams in order to make native stream life viable?
MR. TRIBBLE: Well, viable, viable is, I guess, in the eye of the beholder. What we can do is
use this curve to say, if you accept, say, 50 percent of the natural habitat, that means that
you have to have something on the order of20 or 30 percent of the base flow returned. If
you are willing to, you know, if you want 90 percent of the habitat, then, then a higher
percentage of the base flow has to be returned to the stream. But at least they have a
quantitative way of balancing the effect of taking that stream water against the other uses
of that stream water.
CHAIR ANDERSON: And so you, you're study does give those quantitative results for each
stream?
MR. TRIBBLE: It's, it's actually it's a regional-CHAIR ANDERSON: Regional.
MR. TRIBBLE: --effect. So,-CHAIR ANDERSON: Right.
MR. TRIBBLE: --for the entire study area. Yes.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Excellent. Okay. Thank you.
MR. TRIBBLE: And they're, Ed Sakoda and Dean Uyeno at the Water Commission are using
this in concert with other, other bits of information that they need.
CHAIR ANDERSON: And so those percentages you just gave us are those accurate or are you
just using-MR. TRIBBLE: No.
CHAIR ANDERSON: --them as an example?
MR. TRIBBLE: No. I can, I've got the report in my, my briefcase and we can, we can have a
look at it. Well, if you ...
CHAIR ANDERSON: Well I think it's important for us to know-- 18 -
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MR. TRIBBLE: Okay. Let me, let me ...
CHAIR ANDERSON:
streams.

--even though we're not the decision-makers on this, these are our

MR. TRIBBLE: Sure. Bear, bear with me for one moment, if you will.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Sure. Because I think that, you know, we've waited a long time for this
study, I think people all over the State have.
MR. TRIBBLE: Just, just for your information this is what it looks like. This is the report,
there's two of them. One talks strictly about the amount of water and then this report
uses that to evaluate the effect of lesser amounts of water on the aquatic habitat.
CHAIR ANDERSON: And that. ..
MR. TRIBBLE: And let me just, if! can read ... what's that?
CHAIR ANDERSON: And that study would be on your website?
MR. TRIBBLE: Delwyn is gonna, gonna try and do the sophisticated approach. But I can tell
you that if you have about 30, well, okay, with 10 percent, 20, 20 percent or 25 percent or
so of the base flow will restore approximately half of the habitat, maybe closer to
30 percent. To restore 90 percent of the habitat looks like it requires about 70 percent of
the base flow. So 90 percent of the habitat requires again about 70 percent of the base
flow.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Thank you for that.
MR. TRIBBLE: Yeah. I mean there's, there's a broad, a broad zone of, of, you know,
uncertainty. Okay. There we go. So, basically, if you divert all of the flow--we'll start
up here--if you divert all of the flow, you have no habitat. Okay. That's, that's an easy
one. If you, if you have 10 percent of the flow that gives you ... this would be a lot easier
on a ... looks like you come over here, it's somewhere around 40 percent of the habitat.
And then you say okay, then you can play it the other way and say to get, say, 50 percent
of the habitat, yeah you need, say 20 percent of the flow. To get 90 percent of the habitat
you ... looks like about 60 or 70 percent of the flow. I mean this is, this is a result of 15
surveys done in five, five streams that are representative of the 23 streams in the study
area and note each stream has its own unique features.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Right.
MR. TRIBBLE: But on the other hand they all have some commonalities and that's why, you
know, there is a ...
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CHAIR ANDERSON: So would it be fair to extrapolate this information in the Na Wai Eha
streams to some extent? 'Cause we'd sure like to, you know, release Skippy Hau from
his bucket brigade.
MR. OK!: Yeah. We're actually doing a similar study in the Na Wai Eha streams. So we'll be
able to come up with a similar type relationship for just specifically for Na Wai Eha.
CHAIR ANDERSON: And I know, you know, you have to do all of this very scientifically
based before you can come up with a conclusion. But just based on what you've done
with the East Maui streams would it be fair to assume that if we want to restore
50 percent of the habitat in, in Na Wai Eha we're going to have to have at least
20 percent of the base flow restored?
MR. OK!: Uh, it. ..
CHAIR ANDERSON: It could be more or less?
MR. OK!: Yeah. It's hard to say right now. I mean we're, we're currently getting
measurements to help us answer that question.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Okay. Thank you.
MR. TRIBBLE: Funny you should ask. Na Wai Eha Study, basically there are four objectives:
to look at the effect of the diversions on flow; to determine the amount of groundwater
recharge that occurs through the streambeds; to determine the effect of diversions on
stream temperature; and then to look at the availability of in stream habitat. And in this
work we're coordinating pretty closely with, with DAR. Skippy Hau has been a godsend
and also several university researchers. And again this information will be provided to
the Commission and all other stakeholders so that instream flow standards can be set.
Just want to touch on two, two, two points specific to this study. One is the, the effect of
the diversions on recharge. Here are some, some flow measurements that, that Delwyn
made. And here you have 2.2 million gallons a day and these are, these are made
basically at the same time so they're representing the same flow conditions. But then by
the time you get down here you've got 1.3, so .9 million gallons a day has infiltrated into
the ground between these two spots. And then another area down here where ...
CHAIR ANDERSON: And these studies were done, excuse me, when the flow was not being
diverted? When you had ...
MR. TRIBBLE: No. It's base flow conditions. But. ..
MR. OK!: Yeah. This is actually a rare occurrence so we were excited when we actually saw
this and this had been going for, for more than just a day. They apparently were doing
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some maintenance on their ditch or something so they were returning the water.
Normally that crossing that you see there-CHAIR ANDERSON: Yeah.
MR. OK!: --is bone dry.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Yeah.
MR. OK!: So when we stumbled across it, we basically said let's go out and try to make some
measurements and that's how we got this information.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Thank you. So that was ... would you, would you repeat the recharge that
you were able to determine on that? Nine million gallons a day recharge?
MR. OK!: No. Starting up at the leftmost number, the upstream number and this is on North
Waiehu Stream, there was about 2.2 million gallons per day. That's close to where
they're diverting the water. But-CHAIR ANDERSON: Oh, I see.
MR. OK!: --on, on this particular day, they weren't diverting any water, they were putting it all
back in the stream. And as you move downstream we made another measurement, 1.57,
and further down close to where the, the crossing you see here is we measured 1.3. So
between that upstream site where it's 2.2 down to the 1.3 is, is a loss of.9 million gallons
per day that is potentially going down to recharge the groundwater. As you move further
downstream, you can see the flow is further reduced to .94 million gallons per day. And
then all of a sudden, it jumps back up to 1.45 and the reason for that is because it's below
the confluence of North and South Waiehu Streams. So we're picking up some flow
from South Waiehu Stream. And that's why the .94 that we measured on North Waiehu
Stream you add in the amount that's coming in from the South Waiehu Stream. Plus
there's also some other interesting things going on there. But anyway, down below the
confluence we measured 1.45.
And then as you go further down toward the coast it's, it's further reduced down to
1.03 million gallons per day. So where in that kind of downstream reach we're losing
about .42 million gallons per day, and again, that water is potentially going down to
recharge the aquifer.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Okay. Thank you.
because of the diversions, correct?

That's a lot of recharge that we're not getting

MR. TRIBBLE: Right. And what we're trying to do is just put a number on that without any
assessment of whether that's a good thing or a bad thing.
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CHAIR ANDERSON: Right.
MR. TRIBBLE: But, but speaking of controlled releases. We've, we've been working pretty
hard with our stakeholder group and are really trying to get some controlled experimental
releases for the Na Wai Eha Study. For, for some of the reasons that Delwyn just
articulated these releases, if they could be done in a coordinated way, would provide a lot
of information that would allow us to really provide much better information to the, to the
Commission and the community. Releases on the order of days to weeks to evaluate how
the habitat and recharge change under different flow conditions, and then even longer
term releases to facilitate the kind of work that Skippy and some of the university people
are trying to do looking at how the water quality in the streams is determined, how the
stream ecology will respond to restoration of flow.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Is ... can I assume that you're not getting any cooperation for controlled
releases from Wailuku Water Company?
MR. TRIBBLE: So far, no. That's correct. But we're ever hopeful.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Yeah. So are we.
MR. TRIBBLE: Just wanted to throw this in. This was a report that we just completed in
cooperation with the Office of Hawaiian Affairs and, and the help of a lot of people on
Maui, where we measured the amount of water coming in and then leaving both
individual loi and loi complexes. The reason that this was important was because
previous information on water requirements for taro really only addressed the metabolic
needs by the plant. And what we looked at was more of an ecological issue of how much
water is needed for the plants to remain cool and healthy. Okay. Now I'm going to touch
on ...
CHAIR ANDERSON: Before ...
MR. TRIBBLE: I'm sorry.
CHAIR ANDERSON: You know, we, we don't get you here very often. And you guys are a
wonderful source of information. So I'm going to push you a little bit on this. So did
you come up with any quantitative information as to how much water needs to be moving
through a loi to keep the temperature at a level that would actually be beneficial to the
taro farmer?
MR. TRIBBLE: Yes. We did and I'm, and I don't have a copy of that report. I'm sorry. But
it's, it's, again, like so many of these other things, it's on our webpage as a PDF file,
hi. water. usgs. gov.
CHAIR ANDERSON: But, let's just say, Gordon, I'm making an assumptive statement here. If
we had a 20 percent base flow restoration to the streams, that 20 percent could also then
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be routed through the loi and then back into the stream again, is that correct? And that
could help with the temperature and the quantity needed for the taro?
MR. TRIBBLE: Well, of course, the loi do, they do consume some water and the return is
always-CHAIR ANDERSON: Right.
MR. TRIBBLE: --a bit less than what's put in.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Right.
MR. TRIBBLE: And also as it flows into the loi it, it does warm up and there's actually
temperature measurements in that study. But you're right, that this, this is, this
information is another one of those things that the Water Commission needs to put on the
table as part of its, its deliberations and consultations of what is the wisest way, as
defined by the State Water Code, to allocate surface water resources.
CHAIR ANDERSON: And so those, those figures are in the report?
MR. TRIBBLE: Absolutely.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Great. Thank you.
MR. TRIBBLE: Then just to touch on three other top areas of interest, if you will. In West
Maui, the County Council actually funded a data collection study, the kind that Delwyn
just showed you about, to do basically seepage runs and look at where Kauaula Stream,
I'm sorry, Kauaula Stream gains and loses water. And we had a difficult time getting
So rather than, than bang heads we, we talked with
landowner permission.
Councilmember Anderson, and I'm sorry, that was Councilmember Jo Anne Johnson and
redirected our effort to gather and put together a webpage that would synthesize the
hydrologic data available for West Maui very similar to the webpage that we currently do
for the lao Aquifer area. So we're working with the Water Department, Water
Commission, and, and other purveyors, sources of information, to start synthesizing or
consolidating information on water levels, on the level of pumpage, on salinity in both
monitoring wells and in pumped water, as well as rainfall and stream flow conditions in
the Lahaina/Kaanapali area.
And we expect that to, to be out probably in mid-August, certainly by the end of
September, but I believe that we have a draft circulating around our office. And, and the
next thing to do is to basically allow the Water Department and the Water Commission to
look at that and make sure we got their numbers right. And then once everyone agrees
that the numbers are accurate we'll put that out, and people from the public, as well as
yourselves can, will have access to that.
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And then, and then maybe following closely behind that, based on discussions we've had
with DWS and their concerns about salinity in some of the production wells in the
Lahaina/Kaanapali area, we're going to refine the groundwater model for lao because it
actually does extend to that area. We're going to refine it a bit for the Lahaina/Kaanapali
area to look at some groundwater issues that may not ... (change tape, start 2A) . .. be
developing there and at the same time do some data collection, and that is just getting
rolling, I believe, this fiscal year. Yeah.
CHAIR ANDERSON: I don't understand why you were denied access to Kauaula Stream. I
understand that West Maui Land Company owns the land, but in their development of
that area they put in a open access trail to the stream. So why is it that you couldn't use it
if it' s an access for the public?
MR. TRIBBLE: I can tell you that when Steve Gingrich, the hydrologist who was going to do
this work, contacted the landowner--I don't know who it was--basically, they said that
they were not in a position to grant access at this time. And I don't know that it was for
any, you know, could have just as easily been because they were in the process of
constructing a trail and it was simply a, a safety issue. But rather than, rather than go
back and forth with them we just felt that there was this other need to consolidate
information and get a big picture regional view. And our hope is that as time goes on one
of the things that we have on the books is to go back and try and do some of the studies
or some of the flow measurements at the Kauaula Stream that we would have done
anyway. So I don't think that, I don't think we're closing the door on that, simply that
when we approached them they weren't, it wasn't going to work into their plans, and so
we'll come back to it.
CHAIR ANDERSON: I hope so. And please let me know if you have any problems with it
because Kauaula Stream is the stream that feeds Mokuula. And the County has invested
big money in restoring that area and if we don't have access to water to restore the area
it's going to be a big waste of money. So ...
MR. TRIBBLE: I'll, I'll get back to you on that.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Thank you.
MR. TRIBBLE: Just to touch, yeah, I gave you an executive summary of another report that was
just published where we worked with people from the university and, and with some
funding from NOAA actually. We're able to construct the kind of model that I, I was
showing you earlier for lao, just a small scale model to look at how wastewater from the
injection well at Kihei mixes in the aquifer and then how it then discharges along the
shoreline. And one of the things that's happening there is of course that the university
people are using that in their field studies and evaluations as well as folks at DAR. But
we are, we are still hoping to get some monitor wells installed, one at, one set at Kalama
Park and the other at the Kihei Fire Station. And I think permitting is, is finally going to
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go forward on those, and at some point, we want to come back and sample those wells to
refine the, refine the work.
And on your agenda I believe for next week you have a briefing from DAR on this, on
the, probably more of the marine component.
COUNCILMEMBER PONT ANILLA: Gordon, is, is, is this the Kihei Wastewater Treatment
Plant you're talking about?
MR. TRIBBLE: Yes, sir.
COUNCILMEMBER PONT ANILLA: Thank you.
CHAIR ANDERSON: And, and the monitor wells?
MR. TRIBBLE: The monitor wells were funded as part of the initial study, and we got hung up
in permitting but I think we're on track now. We have a contractor who is working with
County Parks and Fire Department, and I think that very soon we'll have a right of entry
for them to come in and, and get their special ... they need a right of entry before the
special management permit can be issued, and once that's issued, then the Water
Commission will grant them a drilling permit, and then they can come in and drill the
wells. Once the wells are drilled, our hope is to come in and sample them to see two
things: first, it'll be a verification of the model because we had very limited field data;
and secondly, one of the things that we, we determined, based on that very limited field
data, is that a lot of nutrients are being reduced, are being eliminated even once it enters
the aquifer. Nitrogen seems to be being lost by denitrification, a natural bacterial
process. This is a good thing. And a lot of the phosphates seems to be getting bound up
in the minerals in the aquifer. So ... but we want, we want to try and get a better handle of
what that level of nutrient reduction is.
CHAIR ANDERSON: So the monitor wells could not only provide data on the distribution of
injection effluent but it could also, they could also be used to study quality and quantity
of water in that aquifer?
MR. TRIBBLE: Yes. And particularly how, particularly the quantity and quality of that water
as it, just prior, or very close to the shoreline prior to it discharging into the ocean.
Because I think that the concern was that the possibility of invasive or nuisance algae
being ... the growth of them being facilitated by the nutrients from the wastewater
injection plants-CHAIR ANDERSON: Right.
MR. TRIBBLE: --or wastewater injection wells.
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CHAIR ANDERSON: Right. And yeah, that's why, we're, Members, we're bringing the folks
that did this study and another study to our meeting next week. But, you know, the
DLNR did an exploratory well above Maui Meadows not too long ago. Are you aware of
that well?
MR. TRIBBLE: No. I'm not.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Well, I'll give you some data on that. I don't know if it'll be helpful
because it's like at the 700-foot elevation. But it was drilled.
MR. TRIBBLE: Okay. Well that's, that's again, if we were to come back and start sampling
more wells, that's something that we would look at. And I know that the one of, one of
the other bits of follow-on work would be to sample some of the small scale wells that
are available on the coast for some of the individual condominiums and golf courses
along there.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Right.
COUNCILMEMBER PONT ANILLA: Gordon, I have a fast question in regards to utilization of
recycled water from the treatment plants. How will ... does it effect algae bloom growth
in the ocean? You know, we've been using that in Kaanapali for, I don't know, over a
decade, maybe two decades now, and the effects of the utilization of recycled water, how
does that effect the, I guess, the aqua system?
MR. TRIBBLE: Right. Well, that's, that's exactly what we're trying to determine because we,
we know that the water is being injected and we know the nutrient concentration of that
water as it's injected. We know that once the water is injected it will follow a flow path
like other water in the aquifer and eventually discharge in the ocean. So what we're
trying to do is put some numbers on how it mixes in the aquifer and where it discharges
in the ocean. And then the oceanographers at the university and folks at DAR are trying
to evaluate just how sensitive are the algae to those nutrients as opposed to maybe, maybe
it's the level of grazing, and so there's, you know, not enough herbivorous fish
controlling them. Maybe it's part of a natural cycle because these are invasive plants
basically. So in a sense it's a form of, you could think of it as a sort of marine miconia.
CHAIR ANDERSON: .. , (chuckles) . ..
COUNCILMEMBER PONT ANILLA: So as we move forward to reusing those recycled water,
you know, and I think that's a move that we're trying to do so that, you know, we can, at
least save, well, save some of our potable water, you know, going into more utilization of
recycled water. So, thought I'd ask that question.
MR. TRIBBLE: Right. Well, I think when, when the water is, my understanding, from talking
with Steve Parabicoli, is that the, the application of the recycled water is such that very
little of the nutrients get past the rooting, roots, root zone when it's applied, say, as a, to
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water golf course turf. They, they put it on in a way so that the grass basically takes up
most of the nutrients and it in effect scrubs a lot of the nutrients out of that water.
COUNCILMEMBER PONT ANILLA: Thank you.
CHAIR ANDERSON: It's, it's the water that's injected that's the problem-COUNCILMEMBER PONT ANILLA: Yeah.
CHAIR ANDERSON: --and that's what this study reveals.
MR. TRIBBLE: Right.
VICE-CHAIR VICTORINO: Madam Chair. Yeah.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Mr. Victorino.
VICE-CHAIR VICTORINO: Yeah. Gordon, I see we've done studies in South Maui but
nothing has been applied in as far as the Central area is concerned?
MR. TRIBBLE: Not, not like this. This, this work was actually supposed to be done in, in
Kaanapali, but for a couple reasons the group decided to focus more in the Kihei area and
so that's where we went. And again this was a, a team effort with people, two different
groups of researchers from the University of Hawaii. So basically we're, we're kind of
providing the upstream end of it, as you will. And then there's folks working in the
coastline and the marine environment trying to determine what, what it is about the
ecology of these algae that causes it to be so invasive.
VICE-CHAIR VICTORINO: Yeah. Well, the reason I was asking 'cause at least in, in the
South Maui district 22 percent of all the reclaimed water is being used whereas in Central
Maui very little is being used. So the injection and the amount of injection is a lot greater
in the Central area than Kaanapali or South Maui. So it'll be something that we need to
look into very soon, because we're being ... that also can have an effect on our aquifers
within the Central region. So, but since we are doing it at this point here we should find
out what we have here, but also not forget that Central Maui is very important because
we're talking about stressing all of our, our water systems and Central Maui is very
important in the whole equation. So, thank you Gordon. Ijust ... that was my question.
MR. TRIBBLE: Okay. Thank you. Anyway, you'll hear more about that next week. And then
third area of interest, island of Molokai. The, the Molokai Water Working Group has
been reconstituted after a period of about 11 years of dormancy and they had their first
meeting last week. Another. .. we have a, we, many years ago Delwyn Oki did a,
developed a computer model for the island. It was back in the infancy of computer
modeling in Hawaii and since that time the model has been used for, for several
applications and issues but it's really starting to outgrow with some ... its limitations, if
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you will. And one of the things that we've been advocating to various stakeholders on,
on the island who are interested in groundwater management is that a new model and
particularly a new water budget should be constructed. And I guess there might be more
on that in the future. I don't have anything more to add on that at this time.
The last, the last thing I wanted to close with was just a, give you folks a, a picture. I
started off by saying the USGS has been working on Maui since the early part of the
20th Century. And I wanted to show you that we're still doing that in terms of just basic
hydrologic data collection. Each of these types of symbols is a different kind of data
collection station. The red triangles are stream gauges, that's Honopou Stream gauge,
and then West Wailua Iki and Hanawi, for example.
The purple diamonds are rain gauges that, that augment the National Weather Service
network. The yellow circles are monitoring wells where we measure water levels and a
couple places salinity. And then the open triangles are what are called crest stage gauges
which are very simple, low-tech kind of a stream gauge, it simply measures flood peaks,
and all it does is tells you what the highest peak was during a flood. And we use those to
determine the recurrence interval for flooding over the long term. So we, we try and run
those gauges for several decades, and after a period of time you get an idea of what ... you
know, you hear the phrase a 50-year flood, a lOO-year flood. Those kind of assessments
are based on information from these crest stage gauges. They're fairly inexpensive to
operate.
So that's, that's the hydrologic data network that you have now on, on Maui and there,
there are a couple pukas, and I was cheered a couple months ago when Ellen Kraftsow at
the Water Department said, you know, we really need to look at this. She had seen this
figure which is Statewide the number of stream gauges that we've operated. And you can
see it's, it's a rather disturbing decline. So Ellen, Ellen came up and said, you know, we
really need to think about getting some more stream gauges on the island, I'm very
concerned about this. And but, but before we just start throwing stream gauges across the
landscape it really requires a step back in looking at where is there historic data, what are
the current issues, where do things need to be sited? So we're going to be working fairly
closely, at first internally, so we can get our own ducks in order to see what, what data is
available and what we think some of the needs are and then sitting down with the Water
Department to look at where some additional data collection may be, may be necessary
and appropriate. And I guess with that I think I'd like to end unless ...
CHAIR ANDERSON: Gordon.
MR. TRIBBLE: Yes?
CHAIR ANDERSON: Excuse me. Why has there been such a huge decline in the number of
stream gauges?
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MR. TRIBBLE: Largely a funding issue. We ... these gauges are funded cooperatively,
principally with the, the Water Commission but also with other State and County
agencies. And usually it's done on a cautionary basis where we can put up, up to half the
cost of running the station and then the local agency puts up the other half. Over time
that ... the program that we draw from that funds those gauges has remained flat, so right
now instead of the, say, the Commission program which used to be 50-50, the
Commission is now paying 60 ... 63 percent, I believe, and, and the USGS funds are only
covering 37 percent. And, and so it's, it's been largely a funding issue.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Which is always a political issue. So I mean if, if we had the funding in
the 1960s and we've grown a lot since then and we have more funds available, why has
the data collection dropped? And, and if the, if the County were to put money towards
reactivating these stream gauges, would USGS be able to meet, meet their share?
MR. TRIBBLE: We, well, the total amount of cooperative funding we have is, is, as I said,
relatively flat and I won't get into where the rest of the Federal budget is going. And I,
you know, I wasn't ... {inaudible} . ..
CHAIR ANDERSON: We know that.
MR. TRIBBLE: But I wasn't really around in the, in the early '70s, at least not, not working for
the USGS. But I think that, you know, one thing that ... the way, the way we're going to
approach this is first identify what are the needs because if you, if you look
historically ... let me, let me back up, if I may. And I, this doesn't show our historic
gauges but I think I mentioned when we did this study of East Maui, we had 35 stream
gauges out here basically from, from about here to about here. At one point over time
there were 35 stream gauges and now there, there are two. And, and given the
importance and the, and the visibility of water from that area maybe some more are
warranted. But, but, but if you look at the distribution of gauges, it was largely designed
to quantify the amount of water available for diversion.
And that's, that's obviously still an important issue but there are now other issues such as
what are the, what is the movement of materials from watersheds into the coral reef
areas? What are some of the flooding issues that may be associated with the
development down in this part of Kihei? So I, I, the answer to your question is that we
could build more gauges, but I think before we start just building gauges we really need
to sit down and think where is the, is the highest and best use for that money? And so
you start with two ... come at it from two directions, one is where do we have historic
data, and then secondly is where do we, where do we have gaps? And then you start to
try and fill in from there. And we're, I'm just giving you a heads up that we're starting
that process but we're not, we're not there yet.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Great. Well, we all appreciate that.
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MR. TRIBBLE: Well, that was, that was, that was an olive leaf that came out of, of a discussion
with Ellen over a either a beer or a cup of coffee, I can't recall, but just sort of talking
about the data program and, and trying to get more information to assess some of the
water needs.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Right. It's critical to have that data or you can't make any
improvements. Members, any other questions? So thank you very much, Mr. Tribble
and, and Mr. Oki. We're going to take a IS-minute break, Members, and, and please be
back exactly at a quarter till because we will reconvene. I'm giving you an extra five
minutes. And then we will have more questions for USGS representatives if anybody has
any. And those of you in the audience that are here today, if you have any comments to
make or questions that you might want to submit, I will open it up to testimony when we
come back in. I can't guarantee that we can answer your questions but at least we can get
them on the table and find the answers. Okay. Thank you, Members. Meeting is in
recess. . .. (gavel) . ..
RECESS:

10:31 a.m.

RECONVENE:

10:48 a.m.

CHAIR ANDERSON: .. . (gavel) . .. Water Resources meeting of July 23 rd is now reconvened.
Thank you for that break, Members. We still have USGS here so I'm going to ... we only
have two testifiers so I'm going to go ahead and let the people who are here that want to
testify come up and give us their comments while we still have USGS here to answer any
questions. Okay. So the first testifier will be Hugh Starr, followed by John Duey.
You're going to have three minutes, a minute to conclude. If you need more time than
that, stop at three minutes and you can come back for another three minutes after
everyone has testified .

. . . BEGIN PUBLIC TESTIMONY. ..
MR. STARR: Thanks, Madam Chair, Councilmembers. My name is Hugh Starr from
Makawao. I actually came here to testify on the water rules but I just wanted to thank the
USGS for their work. It's so awesome to see this kind of modeling and advocacy going
on for stream information. So look forward to more in the future and thanks again. Just a
couple of just comments on the Water Rules. You know I've, almost a life long business
of land consulting, mostly Upcountry. And I work a lot with small landowners and trying
to help my own four children with housing now that they're back from college has been a
challenge.
So there's a few things that in a very general sense I'm not suggesting any specific
changes or anything like that. But just some general comments and I hope to stay
involved with your review of the Water Rules. The first would be the water meters,
water service development fee. I notice in your proposed rules that you do include
distribution lines as one of the items, one of the aspects of the water infrastructure that
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would be included in that fee. The current Water Rules actually when you look at the
water meter development fee it's actually explicitly spelled out in the Water Rules dollar
amounts for source development, storage, and transmission. And each of those is roughly
about $2,000 and your meter fee is $6,030.
What has always struck me as quite ironic is that there's no provision in that fee for
distribution lines. And I think the philosophy has been, intentional or otherwise, that it's
the developers, ... (coughs). . . excuse me, who will provide the distribution systems.
And as you may know, the bulk of the complaints that, that the Water Board would see
and that the Water Department is struggling with Up country are people who are trying to
get water service and cannot comply with the offsite water distribution line requirements
that the Water Department demands. So I don't pretend to have a lot of answers to that, I
have some suggestions. And I hope to bring those up into the discussion as we move
forward.
The second thing that has been real problematic in working with small landowners and
with myself, personal experience, is the whole fire protection issue. And that, that's
somewhat plays into the distribution line issue as well because a lot of times an owner
seeking water service or a building permit cannot meet the current fire flows and fire
flows are a moving target. But we've got this dichotomy between the Fire Department
and the Water Department. And then, of course, we have areas on Maui that really aren't
accessible to either one of them. And there really is a very inflexible infrastructure
around the issue of fire protection. And I do hope that in reviewing the rules that this a
venue for which we can maybe air some of these issues and explore possibilities.
The third thing would be just. ..
MS. WILLENBRINK: Three minutes.
MR. STARR: Sorry, I'll just complete it. It's just the issue of grandfathering, just some general
comments about grandfathering. But anyway, thank you very much.
CHAIR ANDERSON: You have another minute.
MR. STARR: Oh. I do. Okay. There's one other thing besides grandfathering, I can't
remember what it was so I think I'll just let it go at that. ... (laughter) . .. Thanks very
much.
CHAIR ANDERSON: We broke your thought pattern. Before you leave, Hugh, you said you
had some suggestions regarding the distribution lines?
MR. STARR: Yes.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Could you please provide those just briefly?
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MR. STARR: Well, number one, of course I think it should be included and, and there may be
some reason why it's not included. I don't, I don't want to jump to conclusions on that.
Or, but I, I think it needs, I need to understand it myself. Is that it should at least be
included in the water meter development fee. Out on the streets I think most people
would be willing to pay significantly more for a water meter if they had to. Is, you know,
because what the alternative is, is anywhere from $100,000 to $1 million for offsite water
improvements. That's just not viable. Nobody can attain a water meter with those kinds
of requirements. But to pay 20, 30 thousand dollars, I know everybody's ability to pay is
different, but personally, I, I would willing pay more for a water meter development fee
knowing that I was contributing my fair share to the distribution system, as well as
storage source and transmission, but also be allowed to, you know, obtain either a
building permit or a water meter when I was in position to get it. So that's, that's one
suggestion.
Another could be some sort of an assessment in lieu of construction of a waterline much
like the water storage assessment fee when you do a subdivision. The, the, the practice,
well, the way it is right now with the Water Department is everybody who does a
subdivision or everybody who requests water service is considered a developer. And yet
the reality is that, as we know from the, you know, the hearings that we all attend, many
of the people who are seeking water service or building permits are not developers in, in
the sort ofloose sense of the word. They aren't in the business to, you know, as a way of
living. They're simply local folks trying to do a family subdivision, trying to build
another house for their children or whatever. So I think maybe looking at the whole issue
of, of assessing individuals when they request rather than treating everybody as a
developer and saying well you as a developer should be willing to extend an offsite
waterline that the Department feels is important in order for you to get the approval
you're seeking.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Thank you. That, that's a fair assessment of that because I, I happen to
agree with you and I think some of the Members do, too. Did you have a question,
Ms. Baisa?
COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA: Yes, please. Thank you, Chair. Mr. Starr, thank you for coming
this morning. It's really important that the folks Up country who seem to be unfairly
affected by our water situation come and share their thoughts and feelings and
recommendations. So I'm glad you're here.
MR. STARR: Thank you.
COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA: I think what I heard you say earlier and let's talk about this for
the benefit of ourselves and anybody else who may be in this situation. What I'm hearing
is even if you were to get one of those prized water meters Upcountry-MR. STARR: Yeah.
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COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA: --that there is an additional problem. And that additional
problem is the additional cost of maybe having to extend a waterline which would then
make it impossible for a family who just wants to add a couple houses for their kids or
whatever to do that?
MR. STARR: Yes. That's correct. As, the way it, as I understand it works is when your name
comes up on the list, . . . (coughs). . . excuse me, you have ... be informed by the
Department. I believe you have 60 days in which to elect to reserve a water meter.
Either have the water meter installed if you can meet their standards or reserve a water
meter by paying the water meter development fee of$6,030. Once you've done that then
you basically have a two-year period with a couple of extensions to, to comply with
whatever conditions the Department may require in order to have the meter installed.
When you go to get a meter that you now are number one in line, say, it isn't just a matter
of having the Department install the meter, but the Department will review the, the fire
protection adequacy of the line to which they're going to affix the meter in front of your
property. And if you don't meet the current fire protection requirements, then you will be
required to upgrade the distribution system to meet the current fire flow requirements
before they will agree to install the meter. And they give you the two years with the
extensions to accomplish that. But of course, and we've heard these stories, and I'm sure
Councilmember Victorino has been on the front lines of this, people coming in and
saying, you know, they, they've gotten proposals to do the work that the Department is
asking that they do to the distribution systems and it's often over $500,000 to do.
And they simply can't do it. So they, they don't reserve the meter and they lose their
place in line and go back to the end of the line. And this, I don't know how many times
it's happened, but I have to imagine it's a significant portion of the people on the water
meter list don't realize that it isn't just a matter of your name coming up, but you have to
comply with the fire flow requirements which is huge, really huge. It's huge for
developers who do it for profit.
COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA: In your testimony you talked about grandfathering. How does
that fit?
MR. STARR: Well, I'll give you my personal example.
COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA: Please.
MR. STARR: And I'm not sure it's appropriate. But, you know, my wife and I bought a piece
ofland in Olinda in 1970. It was one of those old ag exemption lots, which prior to about
1967, much like the Big Island, you know, a developer would just basically do a paper
subdivision in the ag areas, create an ag exemption and no improvements, no
infrastructure would be put in. The lots would be platted, subdivision would be
approved, and the lots would be sold. Well, we bought one of these lots and we together
with the other eight neighbors of ours who are in this original farm up in Olinda got
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together and we put in what was then the current County standard water system. We tied
into the Lower Kula transmission line, we put in a four-inch distribution line about
750 feet, and we put in the standpipes and we turned it over to the Department.
And we weren't required to do that but we wanted the water service and we, so we, we
did it. We were not reimbursed by the Department to my recollection, pretty sure we just
paid for it. Well, here we are 30 years, 35 years later and the standards have changed.
And I want to get a building permit for a barn, or a garage and when I go to get a building
permit I need to meet the current fire protection requirements. So the four-inch line that
we put in with the standpipes does not meet current standards. And yet we put the
waterline in to the County standards, we turned it over to them, and now we're asking,
we could potentially be asked to pull that line out and put a new system in.
And of course it's always never quite that simple because, well, maybe it shouldn't be
tied in here, it should be tied in there, and, you know, we got, you know, pressure
reducing units and all these other things that are, 'cause the technology has increased and,
you know, service has got much more .. .(change tape, start 2B) . . .inclusive now with
water systems. So we are not grandfathered and is it appropriate? I don't know. I mean
someone might argue that it isn't. But, but I would argue that it is appropriate, we put the
system in ourselves. It doesn't meet current standards but it did when we moved there.
We haven't sold a lot, we haven't profited by it, so I mean that would be one personal
example.
COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA: Thank you very much. That's very helpful as we discuss rules
that we're aware of the maybe unintended consequences of rules.
MR. STARR: Yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA: So thank you very much and thank you, Chair.
MR. STARR: Thank you.
CHAIR ANDERSON: I'd like to follow up on that, Mr. Starr, if I could.
four-inch line which met the standards 30 years or so ago--

So you put in a

MR. STARR: Yes.
CHAIR ANDERSON: --for fire flow?
MR. STARR: Actually it met the standards until about three years ago.
CHAIR ANDERSON: And ...
MR. STARR: I, I think it was about three years ago when the, when the standards were
upgraded to, you know, and there's, there's, I should, I should add to the, to the credit of
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the Water Departments, I mean, Statewide. The whole nature of construction in ag areas
has changed significantly. The old farm dwellings were 900 square feet single, you
know, they were small buildings. And now they're these gigantic houses in many cases
with, with two and a half inch standpipes. And so there, there is justification that the fire
flow is probably inadequate in most cases. So they're trying to address a real problem.
CHAIR ANDERSON: So what are the, what are the standards now? What, what size line
would you have to put in to meet the standards?
MR. STARR: In our case ... in our case I believe we would be required to put in a six-inch water
line to meet the, and a fire hydrant to meet the fire flow. Right now we have a four-inch
line and a two-inch, two and a half inch standpipe. But more than likely when you plan
to put in a waterline they would want you to upgrade it to an eight-inch waterline and
there are other issues that might come up as well when you sort of begin to design a new
system like that, then the newer standards are, are much more thorough than they used to
be in the old days. So it isn't just necessarily a matter of upgrading the size of the line
from four-inch to six or eight, but there could be other requirements as well. And it just
gets so expensive. I mean ...
CHAIR ANDERSON: Other requirements such as?
MR. STARR: Well, such as, for example, in our particular, and I'm just theorizing 'cause as an,
we're not actually building a barn because we, we know we won't be able to. So we're
not even actually doing it.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Right.
MR. STARR: But we would like to.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Right.
MR. STARR: But knowing what we're going to be faced with if we want to. Basically, in our
case we happened to be tied in to the Lower Kula transmission line, and it's not
inconceivable that the Department may go, well, we really don't like having all these
distribution lines off the transmission line, we'd prefer that you tied into the Olinda
lateral, the Olinda distribution line, which then would mean we'd have to extend our line
another 700 feet or something like that. Pressure is an issue there because there's a
booster pump on a storage tank on the Lower Kula transmission line that creates
fluctuations in, in the transmission line. Maybe perhaps we may need to do some sort of
a pressure regulator on the system, I don't know. I would even be afraid to ask. But
those things can run ... they're very expensive.
You know, concrete vaults and huge fittings and, and the like and, you know, this is,
'cause someone wants to build a barn. You know, and that's, that's where I think if there
were some, it's not that I or other people are trying to get away with anything, it's just
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that we're all willing to pay our fair share. And 1 think that the, the concept that I'm
trying to work with is there are developers and then there are people who aren't
developers. And right now 1 think it's the, the, the practice that anybody who asks the
Water Department for or the Fire Department now for that matter, for permitting is
treated as a developer and has to make improvements to the infrastructure rather than
there being some sort of an assessment system where they do pay their fair share. But
they're not asked to do everything and then the next guy who comes along he just ties in.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Right.
MR. STARR: And that's the way it's been and 1 think, 1 think you could argue it both ways and
I'm open to certainly hearing the arguments why it should continue the way it is. But my
experience on the ground has been that it's very much of a hardship on, on, you know,
the small people.
CHAIR ANDERSON: So, Mr. Starr, the difference between the four-inch line and the six-inch
line would increase the gallons per minute to what? What is the standard?
MR. STARR: Well, it depends, 1 mean the, the, it depends 1 think on pressure and, and where
the water is coming from and all that. But 1 think the, the two numbers that have shifted
in the last several years is that fire flow in ag areas used to require a flow of 250 gallons
of water per minute for two hours. Well, I'm sorry, actually, you had to be able to exhibit
that the fire protection apparatus in front of your property could throw out 250 gallons a
minute. That's now been upgraded to 500 gallons a minute.
CHAIR ANDERSON: For ag areas?
MR. STARR: For ag areas and, and for other areas as well, 1 think. I'm not a real... I'm not
totally up on all the details. But 500 gallons a minute was ... 1 think in urban areas it used
to be 350 and then ag areas it was 250 and right now if!, if! have it correct everything is
500 gallons a minute now. Well, a four-inch line cannot fill. ..
CHAIR ANDERSON: Everything? Ag? Urban?
MR. STARR: Yeah. It may go up for other commercial uses and industrial uses. Again I...and
1--

CHAIR ANDERSON: Okay.
MR. STARR: --caution you because I'm not an expert on that, but. ..
CHAIR ANDERSON: Right. But we're just trying to get a comparison here of what you're
dealing with.
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MR. STARR: Yeah. But a four-inch line simply, as I understand it, no matter how much
pressure you have will not throw out 250 gallons a minute. So you, the only alternative
you have is you have to upgrade the distribution line to a size which would be six-inch
minimum that would actually deliver the 500 gallons a minute. And if you can't exhibit
the ability to deliver the 500 gallons a minute, whatever you're requesting is denied. Not
denied, they say you must have that 500 gallons a minute in order for you to get the water
meter or get the building permit. You know, and that's, that's the dilemma for the small
person.
CHAIR ANDERSON: And so you're not asking for the ability to further subdivide the land?
You just want to further build on the land that's already been subdivided?
MR. STARR: Well, I would expand it to say that, you know, most of the County Code, the
subdivision ordinance, the, I'm not sure if the comprehensive zoning ordinance, they both
have some kind of provision for small subdivisions. Usually it's three lots or smaller
where they defer certain improvements. And I, I would want to see the same sort of thing
occur in the Water Rules, for them to be sort of in concert with, with Public Works Rules
where someone who's not, who's really trying to accommodate a family situation. And
that's not to say that people don't take advantage of the system, of course they do, in
every way, shape, and form. We all know that. But it's been my experience that many
people who are simply trying to convey, especially kids, to their children are treated the
same as a large commercial developer. And, and there's really no distinction in the Code
or the Water Rules in that regard. So that, that sort of a thing I would like to have a
conversation and, and explore what our options are to see if there's any way that we can,
can allow people to make their fair share and, and yet still be able to provide.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Great. Thank you very much. Members?
MR. STARR: Thank you.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Mr. Pontanilla.
COUNCILMEMBER PONT ANILLA: Thank you. Good morning, Hugh.
MR. STARR: Good morning.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Very good point in regards to, you know, single family
versus developers.
MR. STARR: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER PONT ANILLA: You know, we've had concerns, especially Up country
area where people want to build affordable housing for their children only to find out that
the infrastructure that was placed many years ago is insufficient.
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MR. STARR: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER PONT ANILLA: Good example is that this particular person, you know,
tried to provide for his son on, on a piece of property only to find out that he, now he
needs to replace a standpipe with a fire hydrant.
MR. STARR: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: You know, it's big cost, twenty-five, thirty thousand
dollars. Here this guy is trying to provide affordable housing-MR. STARR: Right.
COUNCILMEMBER PONT ANILLA: --and then all of a sudden you get this added cost. Yeah.
You know, may, maybe we can discuss grandfathering. I, I don't know.
MR. STARR: Or some kind of an assessment fee where, where it's, you know, you're, you're
contributing to upgrade the system.
COUNCILMEMBER PONT ANILLA: Yeah. Something's that manageable.
MR. STARR: Exactly.
COUNCILMEMBER PONT ANILLA: Yeah. Thank you.
MR. STARR: Equitable. Yeah. Thank you. Thank you.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Something that's fairly, you know, equitable ... equitably distributed.
MR. STARR: Yes.
CHAIR ANDERSON: And I know what you're saying about grandfather, but ... and I'll talk to
you about this later, I'm going to call you, Hugh. But you know, we do have a Corp.
Counsel opinion that says the standards that were accepted at the time the subdivision
was initially approved by the County are, are the, are the standards that were accepted at
that time, and we cannot now retroactively apply the law even though the law has
changed to that same subdivision. And so that opinion may be applicable to what it is
you're looking to do.
MR. STARR: Could be.
CHAIR ANDERSON: And I'd be happy to share that with you.
MR. STARR: Thank you.
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CHAIR ANDERSON: But at the same time we have to be cognizant of fire safety. And if those
standards are, you know, have increased, we got to find a way to meet those standards so
that people are safe.
MR. STARR: Yes.
CHAIR ANDERSON: But do it in an equitable way. And I like your idea of an assessment. So
that maybe collect an assessment and let the County do it when there's enough money in
place. In the meantime, not hold up the smalltime builder, home owner.
MR. STARR: There's another issue pertaining to that and then that is the fire suppression
systems that are within homes. And with just the informal conversations I've had with
the fire inspectors, they will tell you and I, I think this is they, they would corroborate this
that they actually would prefer in some instances that there be some sort of ability to
suppress a fire in the house rather than from a fire hydrant. Because it's harder for them
to protect the homeowner and their men and women in the event of a fire once its gotten
to the point where they have to fight it from a fire hydrant, it isn't suppressed from within
the home. And the technology has, again, has really changed in that regard. And I'm not
suggesting that, that everybody should in lieu of, of, of fire protection from hydrants do,
you know, fire suppression systems in the house, but I think in some instances it could
supplement or it might be appropriate as an alternative. So, and that's something that's
very hard to get any traction with between this, again, this dichotomy between the Fire
Department and the Water Department. It's very hard for someone like myself and I'm
kind of engaged to figure out whose responsibility it is and whose it should be and how,
how do we bring everybody together and get them on the same page? Yeah.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Okay. Thank you, Mr. Starr.
MR. STARR: Thank you. Appreciate your questions.
CHAIR ANDERSON: You might want to stick around because ...
VICE-CHAIR VICTORINO: Madam Chair?
CHAIR ANDERSON: Oh. Sure. We do have Scott English from the Fire Department here and
he's going to share some things with us in a little bit.
MR. STARR: Maybe he'll, maybe, how's it, Scott?
CHAIR ANDERSON: Mr. Victorino, you have a question?
VICE-CHAIR VICTORINO: Yeah. And I thank you, Hugh, I mean you've brought this to my
attention back when I was on the Board of Water Supply, and we have grappled with this
and I think there have been some inroads, I've been looking at many of the changes being
suggested in 14.05. Those are very important changes, but I go back to the, the
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suppression you mentioned. And that, that is all well and for house fires that start from
within. We on Maui and just lately we have seen a tremendous increase in exterior fires,
brush fires, which without fire hydrants to assist us in residential areas, your house and
many other homes-MR. STARR: Yes.
VICE-CHAIR VICTORINO: --and Mr. English can put it in, in better perspective would, could,
and could be lost, you know. So there is these, there's two sides of this coin and I agree
with the, the assessment 'cause like Madam Chair I, I prefer that so that everybody pays a
fair and equal part of this whole thing. But we have to upgrade many of our areas
because when they were built many years ago, standards were different, and we all
understand that.
MR. STARR: Yeah.
VICE-CHAIR VICTORINO: Now that the standards have changed, we see the potential danger
not only in, in destruction of property but the welfare and, of many people who lived in
these areas that didn't live 15,20 years ago now have moved into the areas.
MR. STARR: Yeah.
VICE-CHAIR VICTORINO: We need to continue to work at that so. Hugh, you're right in
what you're trying to suggest and we need to continue moving, but some of the changes,
if you read some of the changes that we're proposing, they're being addressed but there
are more that needs to be and I'd hope that we cover some of this subject matter as time
goes on.
MR. STARR: Yeah.
VICE-CHAIR VICTORINO: So thank you, Hugh, for bringing this to our attention.
MR. STARR: Thank you. Thanks again.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Thanks for being here. Okay, Members, next, next and final testifier is
John Duey.
MR. DUEY: Good morning, Council Chair, Members of the Committee, members of the public.
My name is John V. Duey, landowner, taxpayer, lao Valley. You've seen me here
before, maybe too many times. I've got two or three comments to make. Number one,
about the rain, the gauges, flow gauges in the streams. I'm in possession of reports I
think from 1910 that showed all the gauges throughout Maui County. And I don't know
how many there were at that time but as the, as the, oh, I wanted to thank Gordon and
Delwyn for their presentation this morning. It was very good and informative. It was
kind of depressing that, to see how many gauges have disappeared. But probably in 1910
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they probably cost $1,000 a year to maintain and as of about two years ago, I think the,
the figure per yearly maintenance was 13,000 and I understand now it's gone to 16,000.
IfI'm, is that right, Gordon?
MR. TRIBBLE: Should be 18,000 next year.
MR. DUEY: Oh, 18,000, next year it's 18,000. That's inflation for you. Anyway, our previous
Mayor during our discussions about Na Wai Eha was hoping that we could put three or
four gauges in, in lao Valley, in lao Stream, rather lao Trickle. To my knowledge there's
only one gauge in lao and that's above the diversion at, above Kepaniwai, above the
Nature Center. There's one, one gauge there. The only other gauge in lao Trickle is
down, it's a crest gauge, as Gordon had mentioned, and it only, as he said, it only gets the
highest flow for the year. So there's only one gauge in lao which is sort of ridiculous.
And we do own some of the stream bed and then we've, we've offered space if they want
to put something on our property, that's fine with us. So, so maybe the County, as you
mentioned, Madam Chair, the County could kick in some bucks to help with that if it was
decided where they should go, not only in lao but the other Na Wai Eha and Maui
County.
As backing up what Gordon had said about recharge, or actually Delwyn, some
preliminary, you have to say preliminary until the USGS gets their annual figures out.
But I'm, I'm, was privileged to get some information from USGS that showed some
stream flow studies in lao. And one day when we did have some water there, I think, if I
remember right, it was like 14, 14 million gallons or something like that below the intake
and the measurement was taken 3,800 feet downstream and it was a 2.7 million gallon
loss at 3,800 feet - 2.7 million gallon loss.
CHAIR ANDERSON: From recharge?
MR. DUEY: Going to recharge. If you look at it another way, for every, everyone foot of reach
of the river that's 71 gallons a day going in the ground for recharge. That, I believe the
stream is, I think it was flowing at the upper measurement of, do you remember, Delwyn,
was it 18 or...
MR. OK!: Eighteen or twenty one.
MR. DUEY: Yeah.
MR. OK!: I don't remember exactly.
MR. DUEY: See they work in CFS and I only think in MGD so I always have to calculate, have
to recalculate. But it's, that was just only 3,800 feet and I, I'm, I'm thinking lao from the
intake down is, I want to say five miles, I always remember the, forget that figure.
MS. WILLENBRINK: Three minutes.
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MR. DUEY: But you can imagine, of course, down in the, in the channelization there's no water
going in the ground, but even up above you can imagine that how much water going, and
the bigger flow of it and wetter the, wetter the streambed the more recharge you got
going in. So 2.7 million gallon in a little over a half mile streambed, that's a lot of, that's
a lot of water going in the ground to so they can pump back up Mokuhau. One question I
have of Gordon, I may be wrong, but I was wrong once, so I thought I was wrong, I was
right. Anyway they, I understood they put a test well up in Kuikahi Road by that water
tank up there below Wailuku Heights about a year ago. Is that in operation yet? I mean
you talked a lot about the test well out at Waihee or Waiehu. That's close to the Shaft 33
and close to the lao Stream, I just wonder if that's in operation or am I wrong or what? I
understood, I went and talked to the well driller that day actually, I seen him going up
there. It's right below the DWS water tank right off the Waikapu side of Kuikahi Street.
I just wondered if it's, if it's in, you got any information from it yet or what's the status
of that?
MR. TRIBBLE: I believe that's a new monitoring well that the State put in and there, I believe,
are some profiles initially, some of the first readings and I think we have those on our
webpage. But there's, the real value of those is, is looking at changes over time so the,
the, the return on investment in that well is gonna really start to show itself in several
years. I didn't, I didn't bring that information, I might have it handy though.
MR. DUEY: Okay. That would be in conjunction with the other, in cooperation with the other
well, the other test well to give you more of an idea of it. Isaac said it was a long term on
what's happening with the salinity in the water. So that's the only thing I had to say and I
thank you for your time this morning.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Thank you, Mr. Duey. Any questions, Members? Seeing none. Thank
you very much.

. . . END OF PUBLIC TESTIMONY. ..
ITEM NO. 1

WATER SUPPLY RULES (C.C. No. 05-46)

CHAIR ANDERSON: Okay, Members, I want to just give us all one last opportunity to engage
with USGS here while we have them today if there's any pressing questions any of you
Members have from the presentation. Mr. Victorino.
VICE-CHAIR VICTORINO: Gordon, you just mentioned $18,000 to maintain gauges and I
think gauges are big, big part of this whole methodology of collecting information that is
accurate. How, in your estimation just in the Central area, the streams that are coming
down, how many gauges would you estimate we would need to get good, accurate flow
streams? Because I mean, that's, I think, where we need to get to. And your best
estimate please.
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MR. TRIBBLE: By Central Maui you mean in Na Wai Eha area?
VICE-CHAIR VICTORINO: The Na Wai Eha. Yes. Please.
MR. TRIBBLE: Well, having a gauge on every stream is desirable. There are, there are things
that can be done and I'll try and be simple about it. But basically, if you have a gauge in
one area, then you can go and make measurements in nearby areas and, and look at how
the flow, let the gauge tell you about the variability and flow. So you can, you can
basically use the gauge as a, as a hinge point, if you will. And then you can go to these
other spots and make just periodic measurements if you're trying to understand the, the
persistence of flow, the low-flow characteristics of the stream. I mean the easy thing to
do is to put gauges in but that's expensive. So there are other things that can be done to,
kind of like Hamburger Helper, if you will-VICE-CHAIR VICTORINO: Right.
MR. TRIBBLE: --to, to stretch your, to stretch it so that you can get almost the same amount of
information for a lot less money as long as you have a few very correctly and carefully
placed gauges.
VICE-CHAIR VICTORINO: And follow-up questions with, with that same train of thought.
When you mention average flow stream, and we understand the diversion is really what
hampers getting an average flow stream, am I correct in saying that at this point?
MR. TRIBBLE: Well, the, the diversion, I mean all the gauge does is measures what's there.
VICE-CHAIR VICTORINO: Right.
MR. TRIBBLE: So ...
VICE-CHAIR VICTORINO: So, you know, what would be a real good time period--I guess
between Gordon and, and Delwyn--what would be a good time period that we would
need so that we would have an accurate flow stream? An average flow stream? You
mentioned weeks, months, you know, I've heard all kind, days. Your honest opinion,
what would we need?
MR. TRIBBLE: So you're, you're not talking below the diversions?
VICE-CHAIR VICTORINO: I'm talking all the way down.
diversions, right? I mean ...

So it'll have to be above the

MR. TRIBBLE: Right. Well, you need, you need above the diversions-VICE-CHAIR VICTORINO: That's correct.
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MR. TRIBBLE: --so you know what's coming in. And this was where I was saying you can do,
instead of putting gauges at all these spots, you can go out and just make periodic
measurements like Delwyn hopes to accomplish this week-VICE-CHAIR VICTORINO: Okay.
MR. TRIBBLE: --where you just, you put a bunch of people in the field a couple times a year
and then that's, that's your snapshot. And then you fill in the periods between that with
the information from the gauge. So what, what you're basically asking me is how long
would the flow need to be restored for these experimental releases?
VICE-CHAIR VICTORINO: That's correct.
MR. TRIBBLE: For the, for the purposes of the study we're doing now, a couple of months.
But. ..
MR. OK!: A couple of months would be great. But we'd be happy to take less.
VICE-CHAIR VICTORINO: No, because it's important for us to know so that we can go back
to the landowners and the people that are diverting this water and maybe put some
pressure on getting them to allow us to do this. Because we'll never end, get this whole
controversy settled unless we know the facts. And it behooves them to help us because
the facts are going to help everybody. So I think that's what I'm trying to get to is what
would be optimum so that we can go back as a County and say, hey, we need this to help
everybody, you and us and everybody? Because even if we go to court and we get it
designated, then and only then we ... can we shut down the diversions and maybe that
won't be so good for everybody.
MR. TRIBBLE: One, one, one thought. I'm going to spread the joy here and call on Skippy, I
mean this may be totally out of order, but one of the things we're trying to do in this
study is to see how the habitat is affected by flow. But, but it's not necessarily true that if
you, if you build it, they will come. And one of the questions is if we restore stream
flow, how do we know that the native stream community, that the oopu, the hiiwai, the
opae will actually return to the stream? And so that's why, I had that second bullet in
there-VICE-CHAIR VICTORINO: Right.
MR. TRIBBLE: --saying that really longer-term monitoring would need to be done. And in a
case like that maybe you pick one of the streams or one section of a stream where you
have a, a longer-term restoration of flow and that becomes a site where it could be
carefully monitored by people like Skippy who's not helping me out. And, and at least
that would give the information that would say, okay, if, if we have this longer-term
restoration, this is the kind of biological response we'd get because we're not doing that.
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VICE-CHAIR VICTORINO: Madam Chair, is it alright if Skippy comes up and-CHAIR ANDERSON: Yeah. Ijust called him, yeah.
VICE-CHAIR VICTORINO: --addresses some of this, please? Thank you, Madam Chair.
CHAIR ANDERSON: No, you can stay there. Maybe you can just stand right there, Skippy.
MR. HAU: Hi. Good morning.
COUNCILMEMBER PONT ANILLA: Good morning.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Just for the record, Skippy,-MR. HAU: Okay.
CHAIR ANDERSON: --identify yourself.
MR. HAU: I'm Skippy Hau. I'm with the Division of Aquatic Resources. I guess one of the
things I've been focusing on in my research in lao Stream a lot, I guess an update, like
even this week. Up until this past week with the rains I had maybe three days flow from
the whole year and then this week maybe added another three more days of flow. This
morning I collected opae, I had one oopu. and one prawn in the stream right by Sack' n
Save, and that was just checking. But that's what I've always known because by
checking when the stream does flow the animals are trying to get up. And last week what
was surprising was that I even had a adult prawn trying to crawl up the concrete run. But
it's interesting because the animals do want to come up the stream and I think the only
animal that I've seen that can't make it up would be the hiiwai. The hiiwai in lao would
just stay down by the mouth.
Although they could come up there are difficulties as well as the concrete run, they
wouldn't be able to, they move too slow. Whereas, the opae and the oopu and the hinana
would be able to move up a lot faster and possibly get up to parts of the stream where it
does flow. So, well, I guess what I also been trying to stress for lao Stream is that with
the channelized stream I understand why Public Works pushed to get the flood stream
project because of the destruction and flooding. However, we lose the water recharge.
And that's something that I've kind of tried to stress that we need to take into
consideration the whole ecological effects for the whole watershed and that's the water
recharge, especially now when we're in a drought. That's what, I think if we restore
water, I think we were talking about scenarios where we restore water for weeks or days
or months. When the stream has been diverted for so long, we need to get back a
saturation level. So it may take a while for everything to get saturated. As well as what
would be interesting is to even see how much water would eventually stabilize and
hopefully what you'd see instead of the graph you sort of see this decline in water
recharge. Hopefully, you'd start to see it just leveling off. Once it flattens and it
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stabilizes then I think it will be a much better situation. Right now I think more water we
put I think it'll probably go into the ground. And not, you know, in addition that's what
we want to find out with the research.
VICE-CHAIR VICTORINO: Thank you, Madam Chair.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Okay. Any other questions for Skippy Hau?
COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA: No.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Ms. Baisa?
COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA: No. Not for Skippy. Thank you.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Thank you for being here, Skippy. Okay. So other questions for USGS?
COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA: Yes.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Ms. Baisa.
COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA: Earlier in your presentation there was a quick mention of sugar
and recharge. Can you repeat that statistic again?
MR. TRIBBLE: The, the way that sugar used to be irrigated was that open furrows basically
were, were flooded with water, and by virtue of doing that a lot of water got, got past the
root zone of the sugar crop and recharged the aquifer. More recently the, when the drip
irrigation method is used it's, it's much more efficient in terms of its water use, and so
not as much water then goes down and, and recharges the aquifer. Is that, and, and I'm
sorry that's about as quantitative as I can get. Delwyn might be able to help me.
COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA: Do we know what that percentage is of what gets down there?
MR. OK!: Yeah. There have been estimates in terms of the efficiency of drip and furrow.
Typical estimates were that in the furrow irrigation method maybe about half of the water
was actually consumed by the plants. Whereas, in the drip irrigation method maybe 70 or
80 percent. So we, we are about to put out a report on the, the water budget for Central
and West Maui which will describe and, and give you actual numbers as to how much the
recharge has been reduced over time because of the change in cultivation practice.
COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA: I would be very interested in that. One of the reasons why this is
setting off a alarm in my head is the recent talk about biofuels and mention that maybe
ethanol from sugar might be the biofuel of choice. Because it's here, sugar is here, easy
to grow, we know how, it's Hawaiian, and if it's going to affect our water a lot, then
maybe we need to think about that.
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CHAIR ANDERSON: You know, I think also that there are different types, you know, there's
more high fiber cane that could be grown for ethanol that uses way less water than cane
that's grown for sugar. But, yeah, the irrigation method really does affect the recharge.
Any other questions on that line or other questions? Ms. Baisa, you?
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: No thank you. I, that, that's about as much, we need to wait for
your water budget. Thank you.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Well, that, that's what my question was going to be is on the water
budget. What exactly is it that you're going to be providing in that report?
MR. TRIBBLE: There will be a series of maps showing the amount of recharge in different
areas of West Maui ... (change tape, start 3A) . .. and, and Central Maui. The maps will,
will show different amounts of recharge over time and then there'll be some graphs that
basically summarize the total in different sectors of the island, the total recharges
exchanged over time. And then there'll be some scenarios of--based on some historic
drought--of how recharge might change over drought periods. Did you review that? I
was hoping that it would be posted on the web by the time I got here but that's not
happened. But it's, the report has been laid out and it's darn close.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Good. We'll all be anxiously awaiting that. One other thing ... any other
questions on that, Members, on the budget? I did pass out this morning, it should be on
your desk top--I gotta find mine--it's the report from US Environmental Protection
Agency on climate change in Hawaii. And it's pretty scary, Members. You know, we're
all talking about drought right now as if it's an anomaly of some kind that, you know, it
happens every year and I think it's going to happen more and more. And this report that
US ... USEP A did kind of confirms that. And I wanted to bring that to everyone's
attention because we got to look at the big picture, not just, you know, what, what are we
going to do for the next year in this water crisis? But what are we going to do in the next
ten years and 20 years and 50 years in developing viable water resources that our
community can depend on? So, Members, you all have seen that report.
I just want to for the record, you know, they break it down, I might add this report is not
easy to find. It took me, well, I spent three hours trying to find it myself and I even had
the report number and I still couldn't get it. And then somebody else found it for me
after another two-hour search. So I think what I might do is put this on the website, the
County's website so those of you who are interested in seeing this report I'll have it
underneath our Water Resources Committee website so that you can take a look at it. But
they break it down as to what this climate change, and of course, we're talking about
global warming, folks, and they use the term "climate change". It's specific to the
Hawaiian islands. I just want to read ... they break it down as to what the effects will be
on, well, they give you a general breakdown on what climate change is and greenhouse
gases and all of that. But then they, specific to Hawaii, they look at the future climatic
changes and what those impacts would be on human health, coastal areas, water
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resources, on our agricultural lands, forests which are very important because they are,
our rain forests are what draw the rain clouds so that's important and then on ecosystems.
And I just wanted to read one, I think, maybe a summary under "Water Resources" so
that people know what we're talking about. And then I'm going to ask USGS to give us
some comment on this. Under "Water Resources", it says that Hawaii's water resources
are very susceptible to prolonged droughts. During these periods, low rainfall and stream
flow often lead to increased usage of groundwater which causes groundwater levels to
decline and increases the likelihood of saltwater intrusion. Severe droughts also result in
crop damage, livestock losses, and water use restrictions. Under water. .. under warmer
climates the variability of climate is expected to increase which could lead to more
frequent and intense droughts.
You know, we got to be cognizant of the big picture. So, Mr. Tribble, do you have any
comments you'd like to share with us on this?
MR. TRIBBLE: I don't have anything to, to add to that. I think there's a lot of uncertainty but I
think that the general consensus within the climate community is that we will be facing
increased variability and as they say that one aspect of that is longer and perhaps more
serious droughts.
CHAIR ANDERSON: So we have to recognize that in our water planning. Any comments from
anybody?
COUNCILMEMBER PONT ANILLA: Yeah. I just got one.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Yeah. Mr. Pontanilla.
COUNCILMEMBER PONT ANILLA: Thank you. We just came back from a conference and I
attended the water side of the conference. And it's not only Hawaii that faces the same
problem in regards to drought. The total continental United States is facing that same
problem. One of the things that Mr. Tribble talked about is rainstorms. Short period,
heavy rainstorms and maybe we should consider what Mr. Duey has been advocating for
a long time, providing more storage to capture some of this water. And, and it's going to
be costly, and you know, that's something that we need to really, really take a look at.
Thank you.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Yeah. And I think the Department is doing that. I mean we've got two
tanks, two tanks going in, increasing storage, the Kamole clear water tank. And, yeah,
and what this report says is that the rainfall patterns are going to change too. So, you
know, we, we can't necessarily fall back on historical data and expect it to transfer into
the future. Because the way the climate change is happening we can't necessarily depend
on what the past told us.
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VICE-CHAIR VICTORINO: Madam Chair. I, too, did not attend the conference, these, my
colleagues attended. I went to the AWW A conference in Toronto. And I'll even
elaborate more, it's not even just a United States problem, it's a global problem, it is all
over. But the other areas that we may need to focus in on our plan is conservation,
building conservation, building better efficiently used systems like grey water and all
these other systems that are out there. We cannot just continue talking about it, we've got
to mandate it. I think that's what we need to be moving into. Because being, everything
being equal and let's say that all of the historical data is thrown out and we go into the
future and it's all changed. If we're proactive in approaching this and not wait to be
reactive, I think we'll be a real step ahead like this Council has shown as far as the
County is concerned when it comes to fiscal areas.
Well, water is a big, big part of our life so let's be fiscally conservative with our water.
And let's institute changes now, mandate the charges, we'll pay a little more today but
we'll all be better off tomorrow for it. So that's my whole take on this is that back at,
back at our conference there are many, many, many means of looking at alternatives of
conserving water. Okay. We know we have water resources that are limited so, and
looking at alternatives and we talk about reclaimed water, well, Singapore and many
other places in the world uses reclaimed water to the point of potable water. Now it is
not inconceivable that one day we may have to get to the near points of doing that with
our water systems but I hope that we never get to that point. I hope that we can find
means to do, use our reclaimed water for agricultural and all these other things we were
talking about which will help recharge our system and make our potable water in other
areas more viable. Thank you, Madam Chair.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Chair?
CHAIR ANDERSON: Ms. Baisa.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Yeah. I'd like to comment on this also. I had the opportunity to
attend the water asset management segment at the NACo conference and found it very,
very interesting. It really gave me a new perspective. The perspective in that room was
not about what we don't have and how do we get more, but what do we do with what we
have. And I found that very refreshing because, you know, what sometimes what you see
is what you get or what you have is what you got. And so you've got to make good use
of it. And there were many cities around the Country who are dealing with what we're
dealing and they have come up with wonderful conservation plans and I'm anxiously
looking forward to our water conservation plan which I hope will arrive shortly.
And it started .. .I brought home a video which I'll be happy to share with you. It came
with a book and a video - folks in my office are looking at it. As soon as they're pau I'll
give it to you because you should really have it. And these are major cities like
Miami-Dade and, you know, big cities. And they have conservation plans for the next 20
years and they are going to delay having to worry about new sources for a long time
because they have such an elaborately laid out conservation plan. They start with the
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purchase of equipment and lines and reservoirs and materials to make sure that they buy
the very best, that it's the most durable with the least maintenance even though it may
cost them more. They look at everything that's leaking, and we do have that problem
here with reservoirs and old lines and a lot of the water just, you know, dripping away
because it's not being contained in things that keep it okay like leaky lines and leaky
reservoirs. They require everybody to have low flow fixtures. It's not optional. It's got
to be done.
And I thought there was a very interesting perspective in addition to things that
Councilmember Victorino talked and they said, you know, if you look at the way we look
at water we have traditionally looked at it as a very low cost item to the household. I
don't know about you guys but it's my, my lowest bill, the water bill. My electric bill is
much, much bigger and they said yet we all save water, it's so important, water is the
source of life and we pay the least for it. And we've done that and that's the perspective
we have and we have to change it. We may have to pay a little bit more so that we can
take care of what we have and build better things and have better reservoirs and do a
better job of maintenance. And they also sock it to their big users, if you are using a lot
of water you're going to pay a lot more for it. And I notice our Department is tending to
go that way and we may have to do it a lot more to reward those who are conserving and
using, you know, doing a better job of conservation. So anyway it was a really
interesting thing, there was a lot of good material and it was well worth the time spent.
Thank you.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Yeah. I think that conservation is as, actually I think conservation is
more important at this point than new source development. Because it is only using the
water that we currently have in a more wise fashion. And there's certainly room for that
to happen. And I'm not talking about low flow toilets.
COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA: Everything.
CHAIR ANDERSON: I'm talking about, you know, let's, let's get that 70 percent of the
reclaimed water that's not being used on the West Side out to the hotels and, and let them
replace the potable water they're using for landscaping and irrigation with the reclaimed
water. And same thing in South Maui, we're only using a small percentage of the
reclaimed water down there. And it certainly would be to the advantage of everybody if
we stopped injecting that water that's full of nutrients into the near shore area which is
affecting our reef system. And, you know, everything affects everything else and you
never know when you're going to affect a keystone species or a keystone element within
an ecosystem, and next thing you know no more sand on our beaches. I mean it could be
devastating. And when you read this climate report, it's pretty scary in the fact that we
live on an island and the water is going to rise and it's going to affect everybody along
the shoreline including our beaches, not just structures, but the viability of our beaches,
and then how, how is that going to affect the industry that we depend on?
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You know, I don't want to scare anybody but, you know, USEPA put this out so let's hear
what they say. Possible responses to sea level rise include building walls to hold back the
sea, allowing the sea to advance and adapting to it, and raising the land, i.e. replenishing
beach sand, elevating houses and infrastructure. Each of these responses will be costly,
either an out-of-pocket cost or in lost land and structures. For example, the cumulative
cost of sand replenishment to protect the coast of Hawaii from a 20-inch sea level rise by
the year 2100 is estimated at $340 million to $6 million ... $6 billion. However, sand
replenishment may not be cost effective for all costal areas in the State and costs may
also be lower although some coastal areas would be inundated.
COUNCILMEMBER PONT ANILLA: Chair?
CHAIR ANDERSON: Mr. Pontanilla.
COUNCILMEMBER PONT ANILLA: Just a fast question for Mr. Tribble. Ms. Baisa just
brought up something that, you know, I was always interested in, in regards to leak
detection. Do you guys make a study in regards to how much water is lost from the well
area to a specific point?
MR. TRIBBLE: Short answer for that is no. Once water gets into a distribution system it's
really beyond our purview and expertise. We're not, we're not engineers.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Okay. And the reason why I bring it up is that if we're
losing, you know, a million gallons a day, you know, it's a million gallons that's going to
be, I guess, recharged into the aquifer. So maybe Mr. Deputy Director can provide us
that information if, if you do have that info with you?
MR. YAMASHIGE: I don't.
COUNCILMEMBER PONT ANILLA: Okay. Thank you. Maybe we can request that, Chair.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Yeah. Let's do that. You know, the other thing on that is how much
water is lost in the ditch systems from leaks? And, you know, that is immense. So, so
we are working on the conservation plan as well as the drought guidelines, Members.
We were hoping to have the guidelines brought in or brought up-to-date rather by the
Department. But it's my understanding they weren't able to finish it. So we'll be taking
it up at the next meeting. As I said, there was a resolution passed in 1998 by the Board of
Water Supply and they established guidelines for drought watch, drought warning,
drought emergency, and then how you go back. Once it's an emergency you're
restricting the amount of water flow, I mean, excuse me, you're restricting the amount of
water use.
So we're trying to tie up that so that we can get something updated and it really does
work hand in hand. Conservation, you know, we did get something from the Board but
we're working on extending it because we do need to do more than just low flow and
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watering at certain times of the day. So if I could ask ... USGS, thank you very much for
being here. We really appreciate your ... all the hard work you're doing and I think Maui
County is kind of getting favored attention from USGS and we really appreciate it.
Although we are contributing and that may be why too. But we look forward to the
report that you're going to be having in the next month.
MR. TRIBBLE: Thank, thank you, Madam Chair. And it's been a pleasure to be here,
answering any questions. And we're, we're always willing and available to come back
and, I think if, if, you know, there are specific things, you know, when the water budget
report comes out if you want a short briefing from that from the author we can get him
here. I, I took this one because its been like, we ought to start, it had been a while before
we been here and I wanted to start with a broad overview.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Great. Thank you very much. Thank you very much, Dr. Oki, we
appreciate it. So, Members, we only have a few minutes left and, and we have Lieutenant
English from the Fire Department here who's waited patiently. And I'd like to get him to
come up and respond to some comments about fire flow so we can get that on the record.
And I also would like to ask, while, while Scott is coming up, our Deputy Director is here
with us today and he's been around for some time. So I have a question. You know, on
the Water Use and Development Plan there are various scenarios for future water
development. And one of, one of the possibilities is desalinization. And I have a
handout from '05, actually it's a CIP list and it says that the County contracted with
Brown and Caldwell to do a desalinization feasibility study and that the study was
scheduled to be completed in mid-February '06. Could you give us any comment on that,
Mr. Yamashige, and, and if we could get a copy of that? 'Cause the Council hasn't seen
it.
MR. YAMASHIGE: Yes. I believe the report is completed. There's two alternatives, I guess,
the study addressed. One was treating brackish water.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Got to use your mic, Eric.
MR. YAMASHIGE: One was treating brackish water and one was treating saltwater from the
ocean. And the, the prices or the cost per thousand was somewhere in the four or five
dollar per thousand range for brackish water and about ten dollars a thousand for
seawater. You know, going through what we're experiencing it's something that we may
see a lot sooner than we initially thought.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Could you forward that report to the Committee please?
MR. YAMASHIGE: Yes. We will.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Great. Thank you. So Lieutenant English you heard the discussion
during testimony regarding fire flow. Do you have any comments? 'Cause Mr. Starr
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seemed to think that in ag land fire flow needed to be 500 gallons per minute, is that
correct?
MR. ENGLISH: Thank you, Madam Chair. Yes. Last year in July 1, 2006 when we adopted
the 1997 Uniform Fire Code, we amended the section for the water use for fire
protection. And basically we adopted the 2002 standards that the Water Department had
out so when they adopted their standards we will be consistent. And basically it was, we
upped the agricultural zoning district from 250 gallons a minute to 500; we, the rural
sector from 400 gallons a minute to 1,000; and that the rest of the zoning all remain the
same.
CHAIR ANDERSON: All of, all of it remains the same, except, I'm sorry.
MR. ENGLISH: The, we, the agriculture zoning area before we adopted the Code in
July 1,2006 was still set at 250 gallons a minute. We adopted, when we adopted the
Code, we upped the agricultural use from 250 to 500 gallons a minute for a two-hour
duration. And the only other change was rural from 400 gallons a minute to 1000 gallons
a minute.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Rural from 400 to 1,000?
MR. ENGLISH: Yes.
CHAIR ANDERSON: And then the urban standards don't change? You said everything else is
the same?
MR. ENGLISH: Yes. Residential, apartments, and business area all remain the same.
CHAIR ANDERSON: And what are those?
MR. ENGLISH: Residential is 1,000 gallons a minute. As far as the hydrant spacing, it all
remained the same. Ag and rural the hydrant spacing is still set at 500 feet. Residential
it's 1,000 gallons a minute, hydrant spacing at 350. There's apartment and duplex, the
duplex is at 1,250 gallons a minute, hydrant spacing at 350 feet. Then we get to business
it's at 2,000 gallons a minute, hydrant spacing at 250. And hotel and heavy industrial is
at 2,500 gallons a minute and the hydrant spacing at 250 feet apart.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Okay. And so then the only things that have changed are agricultural
and rural?
MR. ENGLISH: Correct.
CHAIR ANDERSON: By more than double for rural.
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MR. ENGLISH: Yeah. I guess when the Code was first taken into place many years ago that
250 gallons a minute been in place from the '70s as far as back I could trace it and like I
said agricultural homes back then and now are probably triple the size. So by leaving the
agricultural rate at 250 would be like trying to fight a fire with a garden hose.
CHAIR ANDERSON: And so do you want to comment on fire suppression systems and, and
the possibility of, you know, people substituting that until a distribution line is put in that
would allow the upgrades? I mean is there, is there a possibility for that?
MR. ENGLISH: Okay. Right now, this is where a lot of people get confused in the Code.
Basically, the Water Department has a code for everyone that is served by the County
water system. Once a system is considered private ... I'm going to use Launiupoko,
people out in Kailua, it's on a private system. They fall into basically the Fire
Department is the jurisdiction of the water system. And back in 2002 we adopted the
ordinance NFP A 1142 which is an ordinance for rural fire protection. And in that Code
allows them, if they want to build a house today in an area that is not served by County
water and is considered private, they can in turn put fire sprinklers in the house in lieu of
some kind of fire protection for the outside of the house. If they were to subdivide the
land on a rural, I mean outside a rural area, outside the County waterlines, they still
would have to put the infrastructure in that I just gave you as far as based on the zoning.
But if you have a piece of land that was existing for 15 years and you want to build today
with no infrastructure, they have a choice of either putting fire sprinklers in the house,
giving me like an on-site water tank based on the size of the house and construction, or
bringing a waterline from the nearest source. Those are the options they have today.
CHAIR ANDERSON: But that's only if it's a private system, water system?
MR. ENGLISH: Yes. On a private system that the County, they are not served by County
water.
CHAIR ANDERSON: In other words County water is not available in the area or they just don't
have any County water servicing them, they're serviced totally by a private system?
MR. ENGLISH: Yes.
CHAIR ANDERSON: And then, oh, I just lost my thought, the other thing you said was that,
oh, this only works if they don't subdivide the land? If they do subdivide the land, then
that, that doesn't apply?
MR. ENGLISH: Yes. If they have to subdivide, then we're going to make them put the
requirements in based on the zoning whether it be ag, residential, or like I said business.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Okay. Members, questions? Ms. Baisa.
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COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA: In regards to like Launiupoko, if they had a suppression system
in the house and you have the raging forest fire coming, it doesn't help at all. So why do
they have that option because they're in that fire prone area?
MR. ENGLISH: A few of the houses up there, our, the Code also requires these homes to be
within 500 feet travel distance from a fire hydrant or a standpipe. And some of the lots
are, are large, they're beyond 500 feet, so some of them instead of bringing the waterline
up or making, bringing their house closer to the water main, they in turn put fire
sprinklers in their house.
COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA: Big help when you got fire at the door.
MR. ENGLISH: Well, like I said, I did a few talks many years ago up there and my main
concern was large land, maintain it, I mean keep 50, 60 feet. I talked about type of roof
they should be using and that's something that we don't enforce right now. In some
places like Oakland you cannot use shake roofs because what happened, I think, back in
the '90s. So we don't enforce the Fire Code, I mean Fire Code or Building Code that
way now but like I said it's something we can look into type fires, building material, too.
Like I said prevent these kind of wild fires from catching on to the houses.
COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA: Thank you very much. You mentioned something that triggered
my mind while we're talking about, you know, fire prevention. And we have a lot oflots
that, and, you know, individual property owners that have all kinds of opala around their
house and overgrown weeds and God knows what else. I'm ... don't we have a law that
we're supposed to take care of that?
MR. ENGLISH: Since that Olowalu fire or Launiupoko fire we probably got at least 150 calls
for overgrown lots, and there is a law that we do enforce basically anything over 18
inches is considered like a fire hazard of dry brush or dead trees and we go out there,
send them certified letters. I would say 50 percent comply, the other 50 percent just don't
live on Maui, and we end up going to the bidding process to get those lots cleaned. And
that takes like three to four months. By then the season is, the fire season came and went.
COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA: So, so the thing you would do is you'd send them a letter and
you'd say you got to clean this up and if you don't we're going to hire somebody to do it.
And what do you do, you bill them?
MR. ENGLISH: We take a lien on the property and right now that revolving fund there is not
very much money to actually do the bid-outs right now.
COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA: I see so we haven't really enforced it much is what I'm hearing?
MR. ENGLISH: We haven't collected from some of the parties within maybe four or five years
ago as far as taking the liens on the property.
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COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA: Well, if anybody has country land I solve my problem. My
cousin, the fireman, grazes his cattle in my land, keeps it nice and short.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Or maybe they could borrow the Water Department's goats.
COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA: Or maybe they want to borrow a lamb or something. But, you
know, it does really help if you, you know, have some, some livestock.
MR. ENGLISH: Some of the problem was if you, if you remember, think back, Kahikinui fires
never happened ever since Hawaiian Home Lands took care of the lands. Maui...
(inaudible) . .. went out on the cattle, two big fires in six or seven years. Launiupoko all
cane fields, okay, they're gone, now we have just dry lots. . .. (change tape, start
3B) . . .it's growing there and that's, now we have the, it's going to keep coming up as
soon as these farmers move out and the land that you turn from ag and just sitting there to
be sold or what they're going to be doing with it and it's been happening.
COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA: Thank you very much, Scott.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Members, any other questions?
VICE-CHAIR VICTORINO: Madam Chair?
CHAIR ANDERSON: Mr. Victorino.
VICE-CHAIR VICTORINO: Yeah. Mr. English, you had mentioned about the change last year
and adopting the 1997 Fire Code. And I think we had discussed that at the Water Board
meeting when you guys first did this or attempting to do this how we could come, or how
the Department could become more inline with you folks. Have you folks ever had an
opportunity to sit down and try to align the water, I mean the Fire Code with what the
Water Department is requesting or requiring of homeowners and builders? Have you
guys had an opportunity to do that to your knowledge?
MR. ENGLISH: Yeah. Basically, when we amended that section of the Fire Code I, I took the
2002 standards that the Water Department gave me and I, I adopted that into our Code so
we'd be consistent. And that's what we did.
VICE-CHAIR VICTORINO: So, so right now what, what, like Mr. Starr had brought up is
because you have, we have made this uniform change to comply that right now some
people are being caught in that vacuum as far as wanting to build and the necessary
improvements that we require ... the Water Department is requiring for fire protection.
MR. ENGLISH: Correct. The Water Department has a little different rules from us as far as,
I'm thinking what Mr. Starr was talking about, probably what the third structure on a
property and that kicks in something, a different code from the Water Department side.
And first part of your question as far as the 2002 water standards I'm not sure if it was
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legally adopted yet by the ... because I think when it was put on the desk for adoption
that's when the Water Board lost control of certain things and I think to this day was
never really adopted the 2002 standards, Water Department standards.
VICE-CHAIR VICTORINO: Madam Chair, maybe we need to look into that also, because that
was a very important factor in the changes that we were proposing back in 2002. And I'll
be honest I think it got lost in the shuffle. I think it went back to the Department and
from that point I never got anything more from them. So I mean just a point of order and
something to look into at another point. And maybe I'll take it if it's alright with you.
I'll ...
CHAIR ANDERSON: It, it came from the Board when, Mike?
VICE-CHAIR VICTORINO: Well, it came from the Fire Department-CHAIR ANDERSON: To the Board.
VICE-CHAIR VICTORINO: --to the Board for, for our adoption. And then right after that the
Board changed from policymaking to advisory and I think it got lost in the shuffle. And
it went back to the Department and the former Director was going to push it or bring it
forth and I'll be honest with you, I don't know what happened.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Okay, well, let's find out about that.
VICE-CHAIR VICTORINO: Okay. Thank you, Madam Chair.
CHAIR ANDERSON: Yeah.
VICE-CHAIR VICTORINO: I'd appreciate that.
CHAIR ANDERSON: That'd be helpful.
VICE-CHAIR VICTORINO: Thank you, Scott, for bringing that to our attention.
CHAIR ANDERSON: So, Members, what we're doing right now is remember I promised to get
you small binders, they're on order. I might just go out and buy them myself and then get
reimbursed because six to eight weeks, I don't want to wait. But what we're having Staff
do is incorporate the comments that DSA has made and the Fire Department has made
into the rules themselves. And we're using different colored ink so it's going to be easier
for us to go through this. We're still waiting for some comments from the Department on
the water availability bill, but hopefully, that will come up next week. We have kind of
an unusual schedule this month, we're going to be meeting again next week. So all of
what we've done today will be continued except for the USGS presentation.
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So I appreciate everyone's patience today and if there's no further questions or
comments, we're going to adjourn the Water Resources Meeting. Thank you all for
being here. Lieutenant English, appreciate your taking out time in your busy day.
USGS, also, thank you for being here. And Mr. Nagamine, my deepest apologies. He
was here and didn't get his time up here, but hopefully, next week we'll get to that.
Members, the meeting of July 23 rd is now adjourned.... (gavel) . ..
ADJOURN:

12:07 p.m.

ERSON, Chair
Water Resources Committee
Transcribed by: Daniel Schoenbeck
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